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It’s a hustle and bustle world out there. 

This big mechanism that we call our metropolis has so many moving parts. Some of them move harmo-

niously, while other beat to their own nonrhythmic drum. Sometimes I feel like I don’t even exist here...

as if I’m invisible. Unseen by all the others that stream right by me. Their glossy eyes tuned only to the

blue-collar frame of things, while I look toward the fuchsia and magenta hues that dreams are made of. There

is so much beauty and history held within the bricks of these urban infrastructures, but they choose only to

note that it houses the viral mechanics which bellow life into our beloved city. I sit back and watch from the

rooftop, at how they scurry to and fro, with no true destination... no true destiny.

So I ask you, dear reader, what’s your destiny? Do you just accept the status quo, or do you rise up and make

a difference? Do you accept things the way they are when you know deep down in your heart that it is wrong,

very wrong? But what can one person do to make a difference, with the situation seemly stacked against the

honest citizen? We know that the only free market is the black market (which never crashes by the way) and the

only true form of democracy which can’t be manipulated or cheated is the consensus, so what can we do? We

can think, for this is the seed of acting. Society’s tree is rotten to the roots, and renewal begins when these seeds

shed aside by the mighty oak of complacency sprout in creative renewal. See you on the inside... keep thinking!

Zavaros világban élünk.

Aváros, amiben lakunk örökké nyüzsög, nagy része megállás nélkül, a saját ritmusára. Könnyen

elveszhetünk a forgatagban, ráállhatunk mások ritmusára, láthatatlanná válhatunk. Annyi történelem és

szépség rejlik a falakban, masszívan állnak, észrevétlenül rendelik alá maguknak a gyanútlant, elég, ha

becsukod szemed, és elmerülsz, máris beszippant, vezet. Nézz körbe! Hányan menetelnek rendíthetetlenül

olyan célok felé, melyeket elérve gyakran ott a felismerés: „távolabb kerültem, kezdhetem elölről”. 

Ha egy szusszanásra megállsz, lelassulsz, bármennyit is felejtettél, még halványan érzed, merre indulj, milyen 

a kedvenc ritmusod, mi a saját utad. 

Kedves olvasó, mi a saját utad? A szív döntsön, a zsiger, vagy az ész? Nyitott vagy mindenre, ami megtalál, 

és figyelsz arra, hogy helyesen dönts, ha válaszúthoz érsz? Bölcsen végiggondolod, mi jó neked, és keményen

dolgozol azért, hogy a magad útját járd? Vagy csak sodródsz, de ösztönből mindig korrigálsz? Ha érzed, hogy

rossz irányba haladsz, legyintesz, mert úgy érzed, ennél többet már nem tehetsz, vagy egy kreatív megoldással

hirtelen belevágsz az újba? És ha érzed, hogy az egész város rossz ritmusra lüktet? Mit tehetsz a szürkegaz-

daság, korrupció, környezetszennyezés és totalitárius törekvések ellen? Hiszen még óriásként is annyira picinek

érezhetnéd magad. Hunyd be a szemed, érezni fogod, …gondolkodj, tudni fogod.
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THE FINE PRINT: Think Magazine comes

out when Think Magazine comes out (usual-

ly the first Friday of the month). We follow

the moon, and its deep mysteries. Think

Magazine is an Entertainment Information

Periodical established in Prague, c. 1996 by a

team of visionaries dissatisfied with the cur-

rent state of the free press market. Think

Magazine is brought to you by the principles

of freedom; of expression, of thought, of po-

tential and of life in all of it’s many manifest

forms and shapes. Think Maga zine is

brought to you by all of our volunteers, sup-

porters and advertisers who make this en-

deavour possible. To them we give thanks.
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Women around the world

fought for the right to work,

to contribute more to society

than they had previously been al-

lowed, and they largely have. And

while suffrage came in dribs and drabs

throughout Europe, for many women

in Eastern Europe, things did not

change, even with Communism.

With this in mind we come to a story

which has often been told. How easy is

it for a modern day, successful woman

to buck this trend and life her own life

the way she wants to live it? 

A woman may believe in the tradi-

tional lifestyle, one which sees her

looking after the household and the

children. However, that she holds this

belief does not mean she wishes to be

restricted by it. Why can’t a modern

day professional lady move between

traditional stereotypes and our con-

temporary society, where everyone

should be seen as equal?

So what is the typical male view of a

woman’s work and “duties”? This is a

hard question to answer and I believe 

I should answer it by stating, for the

record, that I don’t believe there is a “typ-

ical male view” nowadays. Just remnants

of it: the stereotypical family structure of

days gone by, man going out to work,

woman staying at home and looking

after the children, for many Hungarian

men this is still the ideal standard.

But is this stereotype acceptable?

What many people do not realise about

stereotypes is that a stereotyped view is

not necessarily a bad one. Stereotypes

are formed when we are missing knowl-

edge. Essentially it is a gap in our knowl-

edge which we fill with an idea, albeit a

scant and poorly thought out one. Every-

one stereotypes, it is part of nature. A

stereotype is a strategy we use to fill in

gaps. The problems arise when enough

information comes to us and we ignore

that, prefering to stick with our stereo-

type. The stereotype then informs us

against knowledge and reality. This is

the problem in society today.

I shall now share something of my

own life, my daily struggle to be recog-

nised both in a male dominated

workplace and in my own home.

I don’t mind a man having a stereo-

typed view of a woman’s duties. The

man may have grown up in a family

where the man did go out to work and

the woman did indeed stay at home

and looked after the house and the

children. I have no problem with that. 

What I do have a problem with is a

man I am with insisting that I fit that

stereotype, that I have to fulfil the same

role (and expectations) as his mother. I

am not that man’s mother. I am an inde-

pendent woman and I have my own

ideas of what I want and need in life. If

a man I am with can handle that, then I

am happy. Expectations then change to

suit the reality that I want a choice in

my role. If his stereotype stops me from

fulfilling my career then that is a prob-

lem. It is his problem, yet it affects me.

I like the traditional lifestyle, I like

being the one to care for my daughter, I

enjoy looking after her and being home

with her. If she is ill. then I’m there for

her, if she is sad then I don’t need to

rely on a stranger to wipe her tears. I am

my child’s mother and I am the one

who will care for her. Yet, care involves

more than preparing food, wiping

noses, changing nappies and drying

tears. It also involves providing for her.

And this is where my problems started.

I am a qualified lawyer. It is a skill I

worked hard to master and something

which I take seriously. It is a noble pro-

fession and it is one which I am proud

to be a part of. Yet this pride was not

shared by everyone I am close to. What

should I have to do if my partner wants

me at home? If I also wished to be at

home then that’s fine, but I wanted, no,

needed, to have a professional life as well. 

Bringing a child into the world is an

act which requires two people, and this

does not change after the child is born.

So why can’t a man simply be as flexi-

ble as I? Why can’t they be fair?

But life is neither simple, nor fair.

It’s complicated and messy. In my first

job I had an affair with my boss. These

things can often be misunderstood, so

I will say for the record that this was

not some sordid office game, it was

love. He loved me, I loved him. We

even lived together for a while but it

did not work out. But we were in love.

This cast a shadow over my profes-

sional career which has been hard to

come out from. My boyfriends since

have all been very wary of me going

out to work. I can understand that they

may have been worried about some-

thing similar happening. But this is

unfair; what happened, happened. 

It occurred because two adults fell in

love. It was not about a young woman

being at work. The setting was not im-

portant, yet my boyfriends never see

that once they know my truth. They see

the danger as me going out to work, me

working with men, me being with men

when my boyfriends were not there. 

I look back on this period now and

realise just how unhappy it was making

me. I assured my partner that I was

true and faithful to him but he didn’t

ever really believe this, neither did his

successor, or his successor. I was

caught between a job and untrusting

men. It wore me down. I can say now

that I am out of it, that it was one of the

unhappiest periods of my life. 

But I’ve turned it around, I’m back to

being my own person. No one can tell

me how to lead my life. Now I can follow

my dreams and be the best mother I can

for my daughter. I am loving it. Isn’t that

what a woman’s duty should really be?

To be happy and fulfilled? I think the an-

swer is simply “yes”! 
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Breaking with traditions
FOR MANY HUNGARIAN MOTHERS, A CAREER IS AN OPTION FROWNED UPON...

her view

“To bake or not to bake, that is the question.”

A WOMAN’S DUTY IS TO LOOK AFTER HER HUS-
BAND. THAT SIMPLE, UNWRITTEN RULE HAS
BEEN ENFORCED THROUGHOUT HISTORY. BUT
IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY THINGS CHANGED. 
JUDIT CSARNAI

A woman may believe
in the traditional

lifestyle, one which
sees her looking after

the household and
the children, but just
because she has this

belief, it does not
mean that she wishes
to be restricted by it.
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It’s fashionable to smile.
MIÉRT KOMOLY A MOSOLY?

thunk

Nehogy bárki azt higgye, hogy 

a magyar kocs mák ról fogok

írni. A fenti cím egy angol kife-

jezésre utal. Vannak az optimisták, akik a félig

megtöltött poharat félig telinek látják, és vannak a

pesszimisták, akik félig üresnek. A legtöbb külfölditől,

aki megfordul kishazánkban azt lehet hallani, hogy mi,

magyarok ritkán mosolygunk, és elég negatívan állunk a

legtöbb dologhoz. Az, hogy tényleg így van-e, nem foglalkoztat

annyira, mert nagy valószínűséggel igen.

Példának vessük össze magunkat az angolokkal egy egyszerű dologban.

Ha megkérdezel egy britet, hogy van, általában azt mondja „nagyon

jól”. Ez náluk azt jelenti, semmi különös. Ha annyit mond, „OK”,

akkor tutti, hogy valami gond van. Ha azt mondja „nem túl jól”,

akkor valami elég kemény tragédia történt (kirúgták az állásából,

közeli hozzátartozója halálos beteg, elvesztette a fél vagyonát).

Gyakran hallani tőlük olyat is, hogy „kiválóan”, ami sokszor csak

annyit jelent, hogy „semmi különös” megspékelve azzal, hogy

valami kisebb öröm érte őket aznap. Ezzel szemben a tipikus

magyar válasz a „Hogy vagy?” kérdésre az, hogy „Jól, …”, és ami 

ez után következik, az esetek nagy részében panasz.

Miért van ez? Ennyire rossz lenne a tényleges helyzet? Hiszen már az is

nagy dolog, ahogy itt Európa közepén megvetettük a lábunkat egy teljesen

izolált nyelvvel, félig ázsiai kultúrával. És mi újság az egyéb sikerekkel: sport, tu-

domány, művészetek? Az olimpiák éremlistáján a hetedik helyen vagyunk (1896-2004), előttünk

csupa olyan ország, amely minimum 60 milliós. Ha létszámarányosan nézzük az eredményeket, akkor a táblán felettünk

lévőknek 15-20 érempontjuk van, nekünk 90 (!). A tudományok terén sincs szégyenkezni valónk. 15 olyan Nobel díjas van,

aki magyar születésű. Az évente megrendezett nemzetközi matematikai diákolimpiákon 1959 és 2010 között átlagban ha-

todikak voltunk az éremlistán (2010-ben közel 100 ország indult). És a művészetek? Kiragadva egy ágat a sok közül belenéztem 

az angol kiadású „The Photobook” kiadványba, amely a világ legismertebb fotográfusait próbálja összeszedni (nyilván némileg szub-

jektíven) egészen a kezdetektől napjainkig. 14 magyar fotós van benne, ami nem kevés ahhoz képest, hogy a föld lakosságának 

2 ezrelékét tesszük ki. Stb, stb, stb.

Részletesen végignézve a fenti eredményeket, sajnos valami mást is észre kell vennünk. A 15 Nobel díjas nagy része elhagyta országunkat vala -

milyen okból, így csak hármat ismer el magyarnak a bizottság. A matematikai diákolimpiák első 15 évében (1959-1974) mindig dobogósak voltunk,

és minden harmadik alkalommal aranyérmesek, azóta romló a tendencia, így jön ki átlagban a hatodik hely. Olimpiai statisztikáink is jelentősen rom-

lottak a rendszerváltás óta. Fotósaink, pedig főleg a XX. Század első felében tündököltek, amikor is a nemzetközi fotográfiai elit nagy nevei között ott volt

5 magyar: Kertész, Capa, Brassai, Moholy-Nagy, Munkácsi. Persze egyikük sem Magyarországon fejezte be pályafutását. Munkácsi Márton például pályája

csúcsán a legjobban kereső amerikai fotósnak számított, és pazar villában lakott.

Lehet, hogy az egyik magyarázat a negatív hozzáállásunkra a negatív tendencia? Amit mindannyian megélünk napról napra? Egyre inkább a rossz statisztikák

(betegségek, alkohol, öngyilkosság) élmezőnyében érünk el eredményeket. Ideje lenne, hogy valami megfordítsa ezt a folyamatot. Megbűnhődte már e nép…, hogy nyi-

lainkkal rettegésben tartottuk Európát, hogy nem telepedtünk távolabb tatártól-töröktől, hogy mindkét világháborúban a rossz oldalon álltunk. Bűnbocsánat után tiszta lap,

új lendület és újrakezdés. 
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I’m not talking about standing around

like a moron in a daze, but actually

consciously changing your mood

by thinking of something to smile

about.  Maybe it’s just the Cali for -

nian in me, but I’ve found that

if you have nothing to smile

about, smile about that. See? Better! The most important reason to smile, is that like reducing your intake of animal food products, smil-

ing has been medically proven to improve the immune system and increase your positive brain chemistry through the simple act of

smiling.  But that’s not the only reason to smile... there are many benefits, including (but not limited to) the following:

The Attraction Factor: Nobody like a grumpus face, instead people are drawn to people who smile. Walking around frown-

ing, scowling and grimacing simply pushes people away. Obama’s consistently fake smile has earned him millions of fans

and friends (check it out at www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUa9WthUJdU). So if you notice a lack of people noticing you,

smile more. Smiling also changes your mood. Dr. Dale Anderson, who wrote Smile, Laugh, Connect: The Key to In-

creased Morale outlines how endorphin levels are raised higher through a range of fun activities like laughing,

smiling, eating exercising, cheering, singing, listening to music, creative visualizing, camaraderie and romance.

Seriously, don’t those things make you smile and feel better?

Like a yawn, smiling is contagious, a smiler lightens  up the room,

changing everyone’s mood by making them feel happier. A

smiling person brings happiness with them. Smiling

also prevents us from looking tired, worn down or

overwhelmed. When you feel stressed, simply put-

ting a smile on your face changes your mood,

making you feel better. Reducing stress means

your immune function is more relaxed, func-

tioning better by sending beneficial chem-

 icals throughout your brain and body. This

is because when you smile there is a meas-

urable reduction in blood pressure and a

release of Endorphins and Serotonin,

chemicals which induce good feelings.

Smiling is a natural drug.

Physically, smiling lifts the face, creating a

youthful look. Smiling through out the day is bet-

ter than a face lift and less expensive. It leaves an

impression of success, making you appear more con-

fident,  more likely to be promoted, and more likely to be

approached. Smile at meetings and appointments.

People will react to you more positively.

Here’s a test: Think of something negative

while smiling. It is difficult to think of nega-

tive things while smiling. When your

mouth is turned up or your mouth is

turned down, so goes your day.

Pause now. Decide to make this

moment a great one - smile.

Then, make the next and the

next moment a great one

until you have a great day. 

At the very least,

smile a lot to keep

your enemies

guessing! 

THERE IS ONE SIMPLE THING THAT HAS BEEN MEDICALLY
PROVEN TO IMPROVE THE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND INCREASE
YOUR POSITIVE BRAIN CHEMISTRY. THAT ONE SIMPLE
THING IS SMILING.
JEFFREE BENET

WAVRIK GÁBOR

MI MA -
GYAROK, ÉS 

A FÉLIG ÜRES
POHÁR...



But who can blame the world and its people? The state of affairs in America
is a far cry from the brief bright spot that followed the election of the new
president. Hope and change were messages embraced and cheered around

the globe as President Obama took his office. The world was ready for both, and
pleased to see Americans embrace it. Obama accepted a Nobel Peace Prize, largely
on the merit of his ideas and his life story. He spoke respectfully, inspiringly and in-
telligently to his international peers.

The stage was set for a resurgence of respect for America and for America to act
respectably again. It was not to be. The stage on which hope and change were to
be highlighted was stormed by the recently ousted, reinforced by the hordes of the
unwashed, slack-jawed and ugly American fringe.

Europeans sat bewildered as the lunatic, schizoid “Tea-Partiers” rose in promi-
nence. Any idea of medical care for all in the US was labeled socialism. Sarah Palin,
in all her bombastic ignorance, rode this exaggerated minority wave to new promi-
nence. News Corp did its worst to help. Murdoch’s stable of hatemongers lead the
illiterate mobs at every step.

The abjectly corrupt Republican Party took advantage. Abusing an ill-conceived
rule of the Senate, they pushed their agenda, which was simply to oppose change
and hope and refuse to allow votes. They did not stop there. The administration’s
plans to quickly end the wars and occupations in Afghanistan and Iraq were hit
hard. As Obama brought home troops, the Republicans (and Democrats in war-in-
dustry states) demanded funding not be reduced, grumbling over the idea of end-
ing the wars at all. Largely, they got their way.

Worse, American arrogance went on full international display in its ugliest form:
Cocky General Stanley McChrystal in Rolling Stone. From letting his team dub the
ISAF (International Security Assistance Force) ‘I Suck At Fighting’ to claiming the
US, “has no allies,” the general put a foul taste in the mouths of America’s friends.

Add to this a world-shaking financial collapse. It began before Obama took of-
fice, but the bailout that saved American banks from their own excesses was ob-
scene. The Republicans thwarted even the most reasonable proposals to prevent
future crises. 

What is now in place is a meek set of bureaucratic procedures, and a toothless
agency, unfunded and weak, whose director was also refused confirmation in the
Senate. How a discredited minority party can continue to be so indulged on such
flimsy grounds must seem disingenuous, at best. Add to this the IMF and World
Bank demanding austerity in the current turmoil, and the knowledge that the US
holds the only effective veto power in each, and you have a strong case for disdain. 

Not all Americans are Republicans, Tea Partiers and war-loving reprobates. In
general, my fellow expatriate Americans are very opposed to aggression and Impe-
rialism, be it financial or military. We are more at home where the dialog has some
intelligence to it. We left America for different reasons, and we do not want to go
back. Who’d blame us?

Hope may rise again. The war in Iraq is over, McChrystal was fired, the recession
ended, and the world may see America change. But Afghanistan drags on, the Tea
Party is rising, and corporate money floods American politics. Not all changes bring
hope. Hope and change in America were fashionable. The world’s people nearly
passed out waiting for hope and change. Now the world is not holding its breath.

TO SAY AMERICA’S REPUTATION AMONG OTHER
NATIONS HAS SEEN BETTER DAYS IS A BIT OF AN
UNDERSTATEMENT... 
FRANCIS PRUETT

Everyone loves to hate...
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Admittedly, I’ve got the better

half of the deal, but I can’t help

feeling cheated. I miss them, my

friends. I want them back. Back to the

way they were. Before the Babies Came.

That’s the way babies always seem to

appear in your life, like alien invaders

out of some sinister sci-fi flick: “The Ba-

bies. They’re back! They crawled out of the

darkness to take over your world.”

They spread through your life like a

virus, an epidemic. Suddenly, they’re

everywhere - you’re surrounded - and

your friends are never the same again.

I was twenty-eight before I even knew

anyone who had a baby. People with

babies were the sort of people my par-

ents knew: They had nice, steady jobs

and nice, steady relationships. They

were upright citizens - no one I knew.

My friends and I might have been get-

ting older, but we weren’t conformists.

I was still young and vital. Now I un-

derstand that it was not knowing any

babies that kept me that way.

While I was just figuring out how to

look after myself, my friends were grow-

ing up. And when two of them had a

baby, I’ll admit it was nice for a while

(nice for them). It was a novelty - a nov-

elty act, practically. The pictures of the

baby in the womb were really interesting

(like the movie Eraserhead), though

some other poses would have been nice.

Then another baby came along, and

then another. It was as if all of my

friends had entered a breeding compe-

tition. And as the babies arrived, my

friends disappeared. In their places

were people who looked much the

same - except they now had huge bags

under their eyes and had developed a

strange preference for overalls and

baggy tracksuits. Anything that was

stain resistant would do.

Their behaviour had changed too.

The party girls all turned into Mother

Teresa. They gave up partying, they

gave up alcohol, and they even gave up

coffee. They threw a fit every time a

cigarette came within a two-kilometre

radius. And the guys who used up all

night drinking Tiger beer and watch-

ing Nightmare on Elm Street 4 videos

started making me watch videos of the

birth. (Talk about a horror film...)

The basic problem with your friends

having a baby is that they assume you’re

going to be just as enraptured by the ex-

perience as they are. Your friends be -

have as if getting pregnant was some

sort of feat in itself, even though anyone

can do it (fifteen year old girls at my

school used to pull it off all the time),

and most of them seem to manage it

without trying - by accident, in fact.

But for the expectant couple, this is

no accident. This is the miracle of life.

And it is all-encompassing. They no

longer have the energy to go out to

movies or the pub. They’re too worn

out to even contemplate even having

sex again. They don’t have time to read

the papers. Forget going to Beckett’s

for a pint or to Palace to dance - from

now on, feeling the baby kicking is

their only form of entertainment.

As things progress, here’s what you

have to look forward to; endless up-

dates on “when the baby’s due,”

followed by innumerable reports on

the prenatal clinics they’ve been at-

tending, interminable descriptions of

their route to the hospital, and how

rude Singaporean doctors are, and de-

tailed bulletins on the mother’s health.

Morning sickness becomes an ab-

solutely fascinating topic of discus -

sion. You’ve never really talked about

your friends’ wives’ digestion before,

but suddenly you’re making up for lost

time. And once the little bundle of joy ap-

pears, settle in for a never-ending debate

on which of the two parents she most re-

sembles and what he might do when he

grows up. (Stop crying, hopefully.)

Now that the baby is born, your

Friends With babies (FWBs) go down-

hill at quite an alarming rate. The

previous nine months begin to look

like heaven. At least then, everything

took place without the cacophony of

bawling and screaming that annihi-

lates the atmosphere wherever your

friends will go from now on.

Which hopefully won’t be around

your house too often. FWBs leave be-

hind them an area of total devastation;

stains and pieces of food everywhere,

broken possessions, ruined paintwork,

not to mention the smell of shit, spit,

sick and milk merging fragrantly with

the baby food they always bring with

them (for the baby to grind into your

carpet, of course.)

For some reason, your FWBs begin

to regress into babies themselves. Ask

them what they think about Jobbik or

the the IMF walk out and “Who’s a

oochi-koochi-woochi-woo?” is invariably

the answer. Every time you turn around,

one of your friends will be crawling

around the floor, pretending to be an

elephant or making airplane noises.

Whatever the baby does, your FWBs

will point to it as evidence that their

baby is prematurely intelligent. If the

baby burps or giggles, you’d think Jim

Carrey himself were in the room, such

are the howls of laughter that follow.

One FWB told me that when his

baby started breaking the cord on my

telephone, he was actually identifying

it with the umbilical cord. Your FWBs

are entranced by the baby’s every

movement, every folding and unfold-

ing of the little fingers, as if E.T. had
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Babies, no.
SUDDENLY, IT’S FASHIONABLE TO HAVE BABIES...

breeders

“Your life is mine!” said the evil baby lord.

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  EVOLUTION IS A MATTER OF PRACTICE, PERPETUATED.

IF I SEEM A LITTLE GLUM OR DOWNRIGHT HOSTILE,
YOU’LL HAVE TO EXCUSE MY MOOD. I’VE GOT POST-
PARTUM DEPRESSION. MY FRIENDS HAVE HAD THE
BABIES AND I’VE GOT THE DEPRESSION.
ANONYMOUS (SORRY FRIENDS) FOTO: JEFFREE BENÉT



descended and was doing card tricks.

“Ahhhhhh!” your FWBs swoon, looking

over at you, melting with wonder -

ment. “Look, he waved!”

Yeah, I think to myself, but he does-

n’t know he did. Everyone else seems

to see a little angel, but all I see is a vin-

dictive little old man with a shrunken

head, no hair, who’s speaking in tongues

and raising havoc.

Now I’ll admit I was never big on ba-

bies (you’ve probably noticed), so at

first I thought it must just be me. I

completely failed to realise that when a

baby picks up a red building-block and

gurgles “Yagalagal,” what he is actually

saying is, “You know, Joe, when I grow up

I think architecture could be the right di-

rection for me.”

Amazing, really...

Soon comes the horrible, inevitable

moment when your friends turn to

you glowingly and — as if they’re be-

stowing some sort of holy gift upon

you — ask, “Do you want to hold her?”

No, not really. Or, “Do you want to

change his diaper?” No fucking way.

Shortly after this, the pressure to be-

come one of them starts mounting. It

starts with being asked to see their

baby again. They don’t even pretend

that anyone would come over to see

them anymore. 

“He’ll have grown and left school before

you see him next,” one FWB moaned to me

recently. “He’s eight months old!” I pointed

out. “He won’t even know I was here!”

Everyone knows about the peer

pressure that goes with drug taking,

cigarette smoking and teenage activi-

ties like joyriding, but no one ever

talks about the Communist-cadre-like

intimidation of FWBs. If I could see

my friends just once without them

smiling at my girlfriend and saying

“Your turn next...”

The thing is, I simply don’t want to

have babies. I’m still getting used to

not being a kid anymore myself, and

life’s difficult enough without having

to teach someone else about it. I don’t

know anything, and besides, I don’t

get enough attention as it is.

Plus, I don’t know if I can afford a

baby, what with all the presents I’m

buying for my friends’ babies in my fu-

tile attempt to make up for my own

lack of parental instincts. (Is everyone

else born knowing the words to

“Toora, Loora, Loora”?) I get them all

the things I wish someone had bought

me when I was a kid; the boxed set of

Scarface DVDs, a collection of vintage

Absolut miniatures, Coldplay’s back

catalog.

I suppose I would have a baby if it

meant getting my friends back. None

of them are interested in me anymore -

in my work, in my love life, my life. 

And I know there’s only one way to

recapture their attention. I’ve already

shaved my head and started giggling.

All I’ve got to do now is get the hang

of “Yagalagagal.”
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Europe’s odd man out
SOME INSIGHT INTO THE HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE

Languages

“Simply because through this extraordinary, an-

cient and powerful language it is possible to

precisely describe the tiniest differences and

the most secretive tremors of emotions.” Such a compli-

ment by the Irish noble-prize winner writer, George

Bernard Shaw elegantly points out the uniqueness of

the Hungarian (or as the Hungarians call it, Magyar) lan-

guage. It is unique, for that Hungarian is an isolated

language, having no relatives in Europe. Where are the

roots of this weird and wonderful language then?

Hungarian belongs to the Finno-Ugric branch of

the Uralic language family. Finnish and Estonian are

also members of this group. To prove their common

origin, Estonian philologists discovered a sentence

which shows sings of similarities among these three

languages:

• ‘The living fish swims under water.’

• Estonian: Elav kala ujub vee all.

• Finnish: Elävä kala ui veden alla.

• Hungarian: Eleven hal úszik a víz alatt.

Despite these visible links, Hungarians do not un-

derstand any Finnish or Estonian and vice-versa. This

then suggests that Finnish and Estonian are not the

closest relatives of Hungarian.

Following deeper investigation, it was concluded

that Hungarian is much more strongly related to the

Mansi and Khanty languages, which originate from

Siberia and the Ural Mountains. Predictions are that

Hungarian broke its bonds with these Ob-Ural lan-

guages about 2500-3000 years ago when Hungary’s

ancestors settled down in the Carpathian Basin. Even

before this, Hungarian was influenced by Iranian and

Turkic as a result of the ancestors’ interaction with

these nations during their quest for a homeland. 

Throughout the following centuries, due to histori-

cal consequences, it picked up words from other

languages such as from German, Italian, French or

English as well. The 152 years of Turkish rule between

1544 and 1686 further expanded the Hungarian vo-

cabulary to include Turkish words. For example, the

sentence ‘I have a lot of small apples in my pocket’ is

very similar in these two languages:

• Turkish: Cebimde cok kücük elma var

• Hungarian: Zsebemben sok kicsi alma van.

Moreover, Hungary’s geographical position means

that it gathered several words of Slavic origin. Howev-

er, these neighbouring countries have also been

influenced by Hungarian. There is evidence for this in

Croatian and in

Serbian:

• Boots-in Croatian

it is cizma whereas in

Hungarian it is csizma

• Spade-in Serbian it is

asov while in Hungarian

it is aso.

The most important Eng-

lish word from Hungarian origin

is ‘coach’ after the Hungarian village

of Kocs where coaches were invented

and first used.

The very first piece of written Hungar-

ian was composed in 1190. It consists of a

26-line speech written for a funeral and a 6-

line prayer for the dead. The first evidence of

Hungarian poetry is dated from 1300 which is

also the oldest remaining Finno-Ugric poem. 

Since both the funeral speech and the poem were

translated from Latin using the Latin alphabet that

only consists of 26 letters, reading these pieces is very

difficult for modern Hungarians. The first book writ-

ten entirely in Hungarian was printed in Kracow in

1533 and it contains the translations of the letters of

Saint Paul. Nevertheless, these facts do not necessari-

ly prove that Hungarian literature did not exist before

the 12th Century. 

It is claimed, that by the 17th Century, the Hungar-

ian language reached the form that more or less

resembles the one spoken today. However, in the fol-

lowing century, due to a major reformation movement

by writers, it further developed and modernized. Dur-

ing this phase Hungarian vocabulary was significantly

expanded, many of the already existing words were al-

tered and some of the ancient and unknown words

were brought back into use.

Hungarian is the official language of Hungary, a

small country in the heart of Europe with a popula-

tion of approximately 10 million. However, it is also

spoken in Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine, Austria, Serbia,

Croatia, Slovenia and, due to a significant amount of

immigrants, in North America. Overall it is estimated

that only 15 million people in the whole world have

the ability to communicate in Hungarian, considered

by foreigners to be one of the hardest languages. This

is because of its complex grammar and unusual let-

ters that can be difficult to pronounce. 

NEIL PAYNE IS A WRITER FOR THE TRANSLATION
AGENCY KWINTESSENTIAL. 

FOR MORE INFO ON THEIR ONLINE SERVICES PLEASE
VISIT: WWW.KWINTESSENTIAL.CO.UK/TRANSLATION/
HUNGARIAN/TRANSLATION-SERVICE.HTML

“AFTER STUDYING THE HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE FOR YEARS, I CAN
CONFIDENTLY CONCLUDE THAT HAD HUNGARIAN BEEN MY MOTHER
TONGUE, IT WOULD HAVE BEEN MORE PRECIOUS...”
NEIL PAYNE

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  “KNOWLEDGE IS GAINED BY LEARNING; TRUST BY DOUBT; SKILL BY PRACTICE; AND LOVE BY LOVE.” - THOMAS S. SZASZ

It is rumoured that speaking the Hungarian language is what makes Hungarians such great kissers.



Helping hands
IT IS FASHIONABLE TO GIVE

volunteerism

In Hungary, from the traditional to the

unbelievably unorthodox, here are five

ways to make a positive impact on the

world around you: 

THE HUNGARIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY
(www.redcross.hu): Throughout the world,

Red Cross / Red Crescent / Magen David

Adom volunteers serve in disaster relief,

maintaining blood supplies and educating

the public with First Aid, CPR and other

safety training. If you wish to donate money

or blood, offer your time in a local office, or

wander the world saving lives and bringing

relief to the wounded, dispossessed and

disaster-stricken, these are your people.

They have a shop on their website with

medical supplies and logos bearing their

symbol, as well. Every sale supports their

good work, too! Find your local office or ac-

tivity at their home page. The translation

button is low on the left column if needed.

THE HUNGARIAN MALTESE CHARITY SO-
CIETY (www.maltai.hu): If you would like to

put a little more “Cross” in your charity,

you cannot go wrong with the Maltese

Charity Society. With roots reaching back

into the first catholic churches and hospi-

tals of Europe, and a heritage that calls on

the charity of St. Martin of Tours, the or-

ganizations stuffs equal amounts of piety,

history, service and utility into its works.

Reemerging in 1989 to help East German

fleeing west, Romanians fleeing revolution,

and serving the poor, the sick and the

homeless ever since, the Maltese will have

a special appeal for the more religiously

charitable. They have over 350 sites you

might want to help out at.

BUDAPEST-BAMAKO, “THE GREAT AFRI -
CAN RUN” (www.budapestbamako.org): If

your thirst for adventure and desire to help

your fellow human being are relatively

equal and grand, then this event is likely

the one you’ll want to throw yourself into.

Budapest-Bamako is the biggest charity

rally in Africa, according to its website, and

it features a racing category and an adven-

ture category. Think Paris-Dakar without

the overpriced hype and with a lot of com-

munity service work along the way.

Anyone may participate, with any mode of

transportation. Rolling across the Sahara in

a convoy of speeding maniacs on a mission

to dig a well in an unknown village. Who

needs certainty?

THE WORLD WILDLIFE FUND in Hun-

gary (wwf.panda.org): The WWF has been

in Hungary since 1986, and officially es-

tablished a Program Office in 1995. If you

are put to save the land, restore the

Danube and protect endangered species,

this is a good place to start. Search for

Hungary in the search field on the upper

right and you will find their contact info

and a list of current projects. If you are

short on cash and time, the WWF is a

great place to do good works by simply

clicking a few links. Not only do they

offer online petitions, but also free e-

cards and a variety of buttons and

banners for web-heads with a heart. This

is definitely a great place to think global-

ly and act locally.

THE WHITE CROSS ANIMAL PROTEC-
TION LEAGUE (www.feherkeresztliga.hu): If

you are an animal lover of a more domes-

ticated sort, then you will likely find a

niche with the FeherKerezt. They focus on

finding homes for lost, abandoned and

the otherwise homeless among the pet

set. Along the way, they manage to act as

advocates on issues such as livestock

rights and animal abuse. The White Cross

provides legal aid when someone reports

animal abuse to relevant authorities. They

operate a program, “The Animal Friends

Club,” which conducts classroom visits

and gives presentations to children in

both English and Hungarian, and have

started wildlife projects they run in coop-

eration with the zoo.

THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO GIVE, AND IT ISN’T ALL
DONATIONS AND SERVING MEALS TO THE INDI-
GENT (THOUGH THOSE ARE FINE THINGS).
FRANCIS PRUETT

WWW.THINK-MAGAZINE.COM

“Discover the world of wine, sunshine, 
beaches and fun, it’s just a click away!”

GrooveTravelers.com
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It’s fashionable to be Independent
IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO, BUT JUST ONE TO DANCE TO YOUR OWN DRUM...

creativity

DJ Slow

M
eet Balint Zsigri, aka DJ Slow, purveyor of laid

back hip-hop beats, DJ and man about town.

Over the last seven years he’s been producing

rich textures of smooth jazz, soul and funk laced samples,

worked into downtempo hip-hop grooves - think Dilla and

the Stones Throw stable.

As an independent artist he rents a studio space at

Keleti Blokk, a place acknowledged as ‘really important’

for music in Budapest, and where he spends some 30-40

hours a week working on his own material and collaborat-

ing and recording with other artists. 

When it comes to making records his story is typical of

so many artists in Budapest. As an independent artist in

the true sense of the word he’s currently putting the fin-

ishing touches to a 30-track album which he’ll release off

his own bat, with a little help on printing costs from

friends at the S*10 label (s10soundsystem.blogspot.com).

See djslow.hu for info. 

Slow is active on the city’s music scene, involved with

the upcoming venue Anker in November, working as en-

gineer and booker, and hoping to make it one of the more

influential, reliable and progressive spots for music in

town. One of his aims, he says, is to bring in more live hip-

hop, something he does with the group Bug Beats. 

For him, Budapest has a ‘flowering’ underground music

scene, that goes from strength to strength. Though he ac-

knowledges CD sales are ‘dead’ and that ‘times are

difficult’, he effuses the kind of hardy enthusiasm and

wry positivity typical of so many independent artists

here.

For a taste of what he does check: www.soundcloud

.com/bugbeats. 

TEXT: TOM EVANS
FOTO: TALABER GEZA

Jodi Wade, Seamstress

A
s a rule of thumb, women don’t usually buy clothes

without trying them on first. We also tend to settle for

fits that are just irritatingly imperfect. I challenge all

you model-esque readers to walk into a clothing store and

take note of how long it takes you to find that perfect pair

of jeans. Now lets compare that with the time taken by

those of us who are not blessed with divine proportions. For

those of you who happened upon that hip-hugging, butt-lift-

ing pair, I commend you. As for the rest of us, perhaps it’s

time we invested in a sewing machine. And maybe a couple

of lessons to help acquaint us with said purchase. Jodi

Wade, who has stopped buying clothes for herself for a year

and a half now, has done just that (minus the occasional ex-

ception from 2nd hand shops). The 26 year old dressmaker

from New Zealand has been making her own clothing since

she was 11 years old, receiving her first lessons from the per-

fect candidate; her grandmother. The accumulation of Jodi’s

skills progressed throughout school and enabled her to as-

semble entire outfits custom sewn for her own body.

Currently, Jodi has taken part in ‘self stitched September’ an

avid sewing blogger’s program which challenges partici-

pants to wear nothing but self-made clothing for the month.

“The task is demanding but I like being able to wear what I want

to wear.” Not relying on shops to dictate a certain look has

allowed her own style to develop independently. Choosing

not to sew for other designers has also helped her stay true

to her own vision. Jodi’s eclectic taste in clothing depicts her

love of playing dress up. Taking inspiration from the past for

her 50s style dresses and sewing blogs and websites such as

www.burdastyle.com, Jodi creates a look that is hers alone.

“It’s fun knowing that I’m probably the only one in the city wear-

ing a petticoat.” she says with unpretentious pride. Now

don’t get me wrong, I make this sound simple. It’s not a skill

to be mastered overnight, but with a little commitment and

a good mentor, you can easily take your first steps in the

process. So when you are next thinking about a trip to hopeless-

ly scour the endless rails of garments, with intermittent fruitless

trips to the changing rooms, maybe it would be better investing

your time behind a sewing machine. A stitch in time saves nine,

but who knows, in this case, maybe a trip to the mall.

Jánosi Matild, Designer

J
ánosi Matild is a 26 year old independent clothing

designer who is no newcomer to the world of art.

Completing a fine arts degree in Szekelyudvarhely

majoring in painting, she showcases a style contemporary

in nature with complimentary elements of femininity and

boldness. Growing tired of seeing today’s fashion as a se-

ries of trends followed by the masses, Matild aspires to

bring out the individuality of a person in her designs

while adding her own personal flare and embellishment. 

Sparking her flare for tailoring came from the ongoing

frustration of finding suitable clothing to fit her petite

physique. She began designing and drawing out intricate

plans for garments and bringing them to seamstresses

who’s interpretation of the designs never resulted true to

her drawings. Taking immense pride in her triumph of the

craft, Matild loves the feel of being able to materialize the

execution of her designs. 

An enthusiastic lover of nature, Matild gets most of her

inspiration from the outdoors reflected in her garments

which showcase characteristics of an amazonian woman.

While lack of “conventional” supplies has never stopped

her work flow, she uses an assortment of materials at

hand to complete her looks. She has bent old records into

belts, folded and manipulated curtains as material, and

used 35mm film strips as accessories. 

Not giving way for current trends to diverge her vision,

Matild’s fun eccentricity remains the individual form of

expression that is the true outlet for her creativity. 

TEXT AND FOTO: ZSUZSI PAL
MODEL (TOP, RIGHT): BIHARI NÓRI

IT’S SUDDENLY BECOME SO “FASHIONABLE” TO BE INDEPENDENT AND WE WONDERED WHAT INDE-
PENDENCE REALLY MEANS TO SOME BUDAPESTIANS WHO ARE LIVING IT... THINK ASKS THEM WHY?

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  A HOME WITHOUT A CAT, IS JUST A HOUSE.



Függetelenség - amire vágyunk
AKI A NAGYVÁLLALTI SZFÉRÁBAN DOLGOZIK, LEGALÁBB EGYSZER ÉLETÉBEN VÁLLALKOZNI AKAR.

Életutak

Tóth Gábor – vállalkozó
közgazdász, jóga oktató

G
ábor a Budapesti Közgazdasági Egyetem elvégzése

után negyedmagával egy biztosítási bróker céget

alapított, amelynek azóta is ügyvezető-tulajdonosa.

Szabadidejében fotózik és jógázik.

„Sokan azt gondolják triviálisnak, hogy egy bizonyos anya-

gi szint elérése ad meg az embereknek egy alapvető

függetlenséget. Ezt így túl felszínes gondolkodásnak tartom.

Nem hiszem, hogy aki gazdag, az feltétlenül független. Sőt,

sokszor pont az ellenkezője igaz. Szerintem minden fejben dől

el, és akkor lesz igazán szabad valaki, ha megfelelő szinten

függetleníteni tudja magát a térbeli, időbeli és társadalmi

kötöttségektől. Sokszor pont az a lényeg, hogy meg -

szabaduljunk az anyagi biztonság kényszerképzetétől.

Jelenlegi életmódom most van átalakulóban, egy szellemibb

életet szeretnék élni. A jóga nagyon rég óta meghatározó

dolog az életemben, mintha mindig is ezzel akartam volna

foglalkozni. „Ahhoz, hogy megismerd a világot, nem kell ki-

menni a szobából.” Ha ezt elkezded megélni, az nagyon erős

élmény, és elvezethet egy fontos felismeréshez, amely után a

sok küzdelem értelmetlennek tűnik (és néha viccesnek). Persze

a célokért azért tenni is kell, de egyrészt semmit sem szabad

erőltetni, másrészt nem mindegy, hogy mik a célok. A

függetlenség legfontosabb összetevője a helyes gondolkodás.

A legtöbb gubancnak sokszor 100-szor egyszerűbb a

megoldása, mint ahogy azt az emberek gondolják. Legutóbbi

élményem ezzel kapcsolatban is egy tipikus történet. Egy lány

ismerősöm nagyon régóta elégedetlen volt a munkájával.

Szívesen pályát módosított volna, de ez kicsit kockázatos

lépésnek tűnt. Az ezzel kapcsolatos félelmeit az is növelte,

hogy azt gondolta, szülei nagyon nem helyeselnék a lépést.

Nagyon sokáig rágódott az egész váltáson, és sokat is

panaszkodott e miatt a környezetében. Hosszas unszolásra

meglépte a váltást, és meglepő módon még a szülei sem reagál-

tak negatívan.”

Iván Júlia – iparművész, diva-
trajztanár

J
uli az ukrajnai majd a budapesti iparművészeti

főiskola elvégzése után évfolyamtársaival megalakí-

totta az Artista divattervező céget, amely annak

idején frissességével, fiatalosságával megbolygatta a ma -

gyar divatvilágot. Az elmúlt pár évben a KREA művészeti

főiskolán tanít rajzot. Szabadidejében többek között

asztrológiával foglalkozik.

„Számomra a függetlenség azt jelenti, ha lelkileg függet -

lenedni tudok a napi problémáktól, legyenek azok apró-

cseprő, vagy nagyobb ügyek. Nem szabad túlságosan leterhel-

ni az énünket az elfoglaltságainkkal, le kell lassulni, nem

szabad rákattanni egyszerre túl sok dologra. Sokszor a felada-

tokat, problémákat, a pörgést magam generálom, és ettől kell

leginkább megszabadulnom.

Jelenlegi életformámat nem tudatosan választottam, hanem

inkább alakult. Amikor válaszutak elé kerültem, mindig

inkább megérzésből döntöttem. Régebben próbáltam megfelel-

ni az általános életvezetési modelleknek, sokat gondolkodtam

a jövőn, és hogy milyen módon kellene oda elérni, de ma már

nem szoktam hosszú távon tervezni, mert esetleg éppen ez

okozhat kötöttséget, függőséget. Nem jellemző rám a célok

kitűzése, és az azok melletti ragaszkodó kitartás. Persze, ez

azzal a veszéllyel is járhat, hogy az ember sodródik a helyett,

hogy szelektálna. Az egyensúly a lényeg. A teljes függetlenség

egyenlő a kómával. A teljes függőség pedig a szabadság

elvesztését eredményezi. A kettő között kell megtalálni a helyes

utat, ami elég képlékeny, ezért kell egy belső kontroll. Fontos,

hogy az egyensúlyi állapot körül maradjunk.

A legnehezebb talán az, hogy saját magunktól, szokásaink-

tól, beidegződéseinktől, gyengeségeinktől ne függjünk

túlzottan. Itt persze nem csak a cigarettára, vagy étkezési

szokásokra gondolok, hanem bármi másra. Ez az, amin

mostanában dolgozok, és ennek az egyensúlynak az elérését

tűztem ki célul.”

Gerzsényi András – építész, az
Insitu design üzlet tulajdonosa

A
András 2007-ben végzett az építész karon, diplo-

mamunkája a keszthelyi lápvidék revitalizációs

terve egy látogatóközpont hozzákapcsolásával

Hauszmann díjas lett.  Az egyetem után feleségével mega-

lapították az „INSITU”-t egy Astoria melletti designer

bolttal és egy műhellyel. Tavaly megnyílt második üzletük

is. Nagyrészt fiatal magyar tervezők termékeit árulják.

Mellette eredeti szakmájához is hű maradt, olyan

építészeti munkákat vállal, amelyek közel állnak hozzá. 29

éves, két gyermek apja, de nemsokára jön a harmadik is!

„A függetlenség számomra azt jelenti, ha én tudom a min-

dennapjaimat irányítani, és úgy hozom a döntéseimet, olyan

cél felé vezetem az életem, amit szeretnék magamnak. Ezt per-

sze csak bizonyos keretek között mehet, szükségszerű kom p-

romisszumokkal. Az INSITU designer üzletet is azért hoztuk

létre, hogy egyrészt olyan dologgal keressünk pénzt, ami

érdekel minket, másrészt ne kelljen végigjárni a tipikus friss

diplomás építészek karrierjét, amely jó pár évig nagyfokú

önállótlanságot jelent egy tervező irodában.  

Függetlennek nem egyszerű lenni, egyrészt rendszeresen

saját magát bírálja felül az ember (tényleg jól csinálom? ...jó

az irány? ...jó döntést hoztam?), másrészt  elég kockázatos is.

Ha például az INSITU nem jönne be, valószínűleg nulláról

kellene kitalálnom, hogy mi legyen a hivatásom. Az életfor-

mámat kettőség jellemzi: a munkában nagyon tudatos

va gyok, míg a magánéletben sokkal ösztönösebb, szinte sod -

ródok az árral, és élvezem. Így alakult, hogy viszonylag

fiatalon már harmadszorra terhes feleségem. Mivel a mun -

kám egyben a hobbym, más külön kedvtelésem nincs. A célom,

hogy élvezzem mindazt, amivel foglalkozom. A függetlenség

eléréséhez szerintem szükséges egy jó ötlet és ehhez kap -

csolódóan a cél kijelölése, az úton pedig szükség van jó

döntésekre.”

- SZÖVEG ÉS FOTÓ: WAVRIK GÁBOR

EGYRE TÖBBEN PRÓBÁLJÁK FÜGGETELENÍTENI MAGUKAT A SZOKÁSOS VERLITŐL... 
THINK MEGKÉRDEZETT HÁROM BUDAPESTIT, HOGY MIT JELENT SZÁMÁRA A FÜGGETLENSÉG?
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Ticket Skipping
(OR HOW I LEARNED TO LOVE THE BKV).

a beginner’s guide to
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As the clock nears 7, the bleary-eyed

commuters begin stumbling down

the steps towards the metro en-

trance. Shuffling along with them, I, Sofia

DeLockhart, BKV bandit and ticket-skip-

per extraordinaire will again attempt to

slip undetected past the Controllers and

on to the metro. I have come close, yet

never been caught. But there is definitely

a first time for everything. It would be dif-

ficult to say exactly how many people like

me try to beat the system every day. But 

I am certainly not alone. Immortalized in

Nimrod Antal’s 2003 film Kontroll, this

game of cat and mouse played out on Bu-

dapest’s buses, trams and metro system is

free to join but difficult to master. And it’s

not just about saving money. There is real

thrill in this sport.

It seems that everyone has their own

adrenaline-pumped story about dodging

the transport Gestapo. People’s eyes light

up as they explain how they were chased

through the metro stations or sneaked off a

bus just in time. Getting away with it seems

to involve a combination of psychology,

awareness and stealth. Not to mention a

healthy dose of old-fashioned luck. But

how long, I wonder, until mine runs out?

My heart has already skipped a few beats

as we approach the gates. I gravitate towards

the oldest and most miserable looking

guard, expecting him to be the least likely to

pay any attention. The slightest twitch or

false move and he may actually look and re-

alise I have been using the ticket for 3 weeks.

But I am good at this. Moments later I am

standing at the platform, the hairs on the

back of my neck still tingling.  

At Moskva Tere I notice that tickets are

also being checked at the exits. This could

be a problem, but I have wriggled out of

these situations before. If I try to run now 

I will definitely bring attention to myself,

and there is no way back down the escala-

tor.  This calls for some amateur dramatics,

the part of the game I like best.

Avoiding eye contact and talking loudly

into my switched off mobile phone, I hand

my old ticket to the Controller. As he

strains his eyes to read the smudged date I

speed past him, strutting towards the exit

as though late for a meeting. I hear him call

after me, but it is too late and the crowd

outside swallows me up. My heart is

pounding as I head toward the 4/6 Tram

and a tiny voice in my head is telling me

that this is the day they will catch me.

I and the other fare dodgers gravitate to-

wards the middle of the tram, away from the

doors and with enough space to spot who is

getting on. A teenage girl stood next to me

is clearly playing the same game, peering

left and right and craning her neck to get a

good look at anyone moving down the tram.

At the sight of anyone inspecting tickets I,

the teenage girl and probably half the pas-

sengers on the tram will start to slowly

move away and jump off at the next station.

At every stop we profile the boarding

passengers; too old, too pretty, shoes too

expensive, too many piercings. A sullen-

faced middle-aged man in a black bomber

jacket has the look of a Controller all over

him. We all freeze when he slides a hand

into his pocket, but instead of green arm

band he produces as newspaper.

I am starting to lose my nerve so I decide

to get off and walk the rest of the way.

Sometimes it’s best to know when to stop

and cash in your chips. I have survived an-

other day as a BKV Bandit. And as for

tomorrow, well that’s just another ride.  

ITS EARLY MORNING IN THE NYUGATI UNDER-
GROUND. THE LADIES OF THE NIGHT WHO WILL
LATER PATROL THIS TERRITORY ARE TUCKED UP IN
THEIR BEDS. THE KEBABS ARE NOT YET ROTATING
ON THEIRS SPITS, AND NOBODY IS HANDING OUT
LEAFLETS OUTSIDE BURGER KING.
SOFIA DELOCKHART 
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CONTEST!Streamelj, ne lopj!
A VIZUÁLIS ÉHSÉG ÉS ANNAK CSILLAPÍTÁSA.

szórakozás

Az amerikai sorozatok iránti rajongás szerin-

tem részben abból ered, hogy gyerekko runk-

ban – vagyis a rendszerváltás előtt – mindig

izgatottan néztük egymás külföldről szerzett cuc-

cait, legyen az egy lemez, póló, vagy egy képregény.

Számunkra a határok részben akkor kezdtek eltűn-

ni, mikor Bécsbe autóztunk ki hűtőszekrényért. Az

internet korában viszont már nincs olyan, hogy

„megszerezhetetlen”, minden megrendelhető vala-

honnan. Számtalan weboldal létezik, ahonnan most

már egyre megbízhatóbban hozzá tudunk jutni

(már ha a posta méltóztatik kihozni a rendelésün-

ket) a hőn óhajtott akármihez. 

Az a tény, hogy manapság csaknem az amerikai

nézőkkel egyszerre nézhetjük meg a kedvenc

sorozatunkat, szintén az internetnek köszönhető. A

folyamatosan bővülő hazai televíziós piac (értsd:

sorra indulnak az újabb tévécsatornák, de sokszor

leginkább egymást oltják ki) nem feltétlenül tud

lépést tartani egy magyar sorozatfüggő éhségével,

amely akárcsak egy ázsiai vagy amerikai rajongó es-

etében azonnali kielégítésre vár. Most, hogy

Amerikában már javában dübörög az őszi sorozat-

szezon, az egyszerű sorozatrajongó klaviatúrát

ragad, és felkeresi a megszokott fájlcserélő oldalait,

hogy letölthesse a soron következő epizódját.

(Leszámítva persze, azokat az ismerőseimet, akik

annyira izgulnak az egyes epizódok között, hogy

inkább addig várnak, amíg egyben meg nem

nézhetik az egész évadot.) 

A probléma viszont az, hogy a fájlcserélés szá-

mos nyugati országban bűncselekménynek mi -

nősül, és ezért kemény törvényekkel igyekeznek 

visszaszorítani ezt a tevékenységet. Itthon egyelőre

nem tudható, hogyan fog változni a politika hoz-

záállása a fájlcseréhez. Ezért, ha nem akarjuk, hogy

a jövőben, lelassítsák (mert ez előfordul) esetleg

kikapcsolják az internetünket (itt még nem tartunk),

vagy urambocsá’ ránk rúgják az ajtót (egy jó kis gép -

lefoglalás reményében), akkor inkább tartózkod-

junk a fájlok leszedésétől, és megosztásától.

Ehelyett létezik egy másik megoldás: a közvetlen

sugárzású videómegosztó oldalak. Ez kevésbé il-

legális (hiszen itt szerzői jogsértést az oldal

fenntartói követnek el). Ráadásul a sorozatok es-

etében a YouTube-nál hatékonyabb megoldás, ha

ellátogatunk a kínai kormány által jóváhagyott

videó - megosztó oldalak valamelyikére. 

Kína 2009 óta blokkolja YouTube-ot, miközben

már 2005 óta működtet saját hasonló oldalakat.

Ezek közül már a magyar sorozatfüggők körében is

egyre népszerűbb a www.tudou.com, ahol a nagy

tárhely miatt egészben nézhetünk epizódokat a

YouTube által 10 percesre darabolt fájlok helyett. Az

oldal a YouTube-hoz hasonlít: nem baj, hogy nem

tudunk kínaiul, ha beirjuk a keresőbe a kedvenc

sorozatunk címét (pl. Mad Men), máris elérhetővé

válik a legújabb epizód (aki elakad, annak ott a

Google fordító). 

Ehhez szükségünk van szélessávú internetre, an-

goltudásra, és hogy elfogadjuk, hogy már be van

égetve a kínai felirat. (Ez igazán nem sok, ha így a

kínai nézők között elbújhatunk a Nagy Testvér árgus

szeme elől.) Amennyiben a legújabb, vagy régebbi,

nehezen megszerezhető filmeket akarunk nézni,

akkor ott van az alluc.org. Az oldal nem tartalmaz

fájlokat, hanem csupán linkeket bocsát közre, ame-

lyeken megtalálhatjuk az adott filmet. Könnyedén

kereshető (műfaji és ABC-sorrend szerinti keresés),

és jól átlátható oldal. 

Aki mégis hazai filmekre kíváncsi, annak ajánlom

az index.hu hírportál egyik szolgáltatását: számos ko-

rtárs magyar film ingyenesen elérhető, amelyek webes

nézettsége a filmszakmát is meglepte. Ha pedig ezek

után visszavágyunk a gyerekkorunkba, akkor látogas-

sunk el a Magyar Televízió Videótárába! 

AMERIKAI SOROZATOKAT NÉZNI MANAPSÁG MENŐ...
HORVÁTH MIKLÓS
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Want to shoot

your friends?

Write to 

Think and tell

us why and you

can win A 

free
Paintball

session At  

Extrem

Paintball!
Submit a story of
between 300 to 500
words (in English or
Hungarian) telling us
why you want to
shoot your friends,
and the best story (as
chosen by the staff of Think)
will win a game package for 10 people,
with each of them getting 200 paintballs!
The best three (3) stories will be pub-
lished in the pages of Think Magazine, 
so send them to think@think.cz by Oc-
tober 20th (or we’ll have to shoot you!)



Govinda’s
Vigyázó Ferenc u.
(06 1) 473-1310

If you need gets your
noms and it must be food
that has no animal content,
then this is your joint. The
Hare Krishnas feed you
well, and will not serve you
Kool-Aid. 
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BELVÁROS SOUTH 
Neighbourhood Watch

Pampas Argen-
tine Steakhouse
Vámház körút 6 
+361 411-1750
www.steak.hu

If you are looking to im-
press your date, Pampas is
the place to do it with what
must seriously be the best
steaks in the city. Reserva-
tions recommended. 

Moloko Bar
Kiralyi Pal utca 6
+3630 373 1804, 
+3620 330 7228
www.molokobar.hu

Get drunk on the cheap
and try your hand at a game
of scrabble in Hungarian.
This is one of the Think
staff's favorite student bars
and for good reason. 

Dos Gringos
Tex-Mex
Restaurant
Királyi Pál u. 13
+3670 226-1360
www.dosgringos.hu

Burritos made fresh and
made well, perhaps even the
best in Eastern Europe. The
owners are always there
and will gladly help you
with a suggestion or two if
you "Don't speak Mexican
food". The portions are gen-
erous and the prices are
wallet friendly.  

Pizza Mix
Salátázó
Királyi Pál utca 6 
+3630  337-6176

If Salátázó had a slogan,
it would be "Cheap and good".
But this place,  just around
the corner from the law
school at Egyetem ter, is far
too laid back to go for that
slogan stuff. Instead, they
causally focus on producing
a huge assortment of afford-
able, tasty and flavorful pizzas,
as well as few other kitchen-
ly surprises...

Fat Mo's Club
Nyári Pál utca 11
+361 267-3199
www.fatmo.hu

Take a trip to the past in
a speakeasy named iron -
ically after a former prohib -
ition agent. This is a great
place to meet both visiting
and local party-goers. 

For Sale Bar 
Vámház körút 2 
+361 267-0276
forsalepub.hu

Leave your mark in this
bar. That is to day, leave a
business card, London
metro ticket, a personal
message or a cigarette pack
hanging from the walls. It's
covered in memories.  

Irish Cat Pub
Múzeum krt. 41 
+361 266-4085
www.irishcat.hu

Food, drink and dance.
Pos sibly the best place to see
people from around the
world getting drunk
and boogieing. Our
Editorial Director's
fave  spot.  

Ruben Étterem  
Magyar u. 12-14
+361 266-3649
www.rubenrestaurant.hu

High class fare at mid-
range prices and AMAZING
lunch specials all can be
had in this little gem, just
off the beaten path and around
the corner from Csendes. 

Csendes Bar
V. Ferenczy István utca, 7

Where we go "for a coffee"
and stay "for a long time"
Free wifi and good coffee
drinks, decent alcohol selec-
tion and a patio at the park,
when it’s warm. Wonderful. 

THE AREA FROM KALVIN TÉR TO THE CHAIN BRIDGE HAS
UNDERGONE A LOT OF RENOVATION SINCE ‘08 AND IS NOW
COMING INTO IT’S OWN, FROM LEAFY KECS KE METI UTCA
MÁRCUIS 15 TÉR, THINK TAKES A LOOK AT 15 COOL SPOTS...

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  “IN DREAMS AND IN LOVE THERE ARE NO IMPOSSIBILITIES.” - JANOS ARANY
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Inside what used to be the old city wall, Belváros in the southern part near the The Great Market

Hall, is still located within the heart of Pest, Budapest's flat, eastern side. Small streets, constructed

over a thousand years ago, include the quieter end of the famous pedestrian walk Váci utca as well

as the picturesque Belgrád Rakpart running along the east side of the Danube. Packed with tourist

sights, including the Inner City Parish, the gorgeous Párizsi Udvar arcade, and the Klotild Palaces, the

area in the not so distant past was also, unfortunately, a haven for crimes both ordinary and extraordi-

nary. Overpriced restaurants, souvenir shops, and female honey traps ply their wares the closer to the

river you go, but in the peaceful inner area, there are lots of treasure to be discovered...
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Cafe Alibi
Egyetem tér 4
+361 317-4209
www.cafealibi.hu

This quaint venue is ro-
mantic, classy and cozy. And
their coffee is legendary.
They have just remodeled, so
come back if it has been a while. 

Vendiak Pub &
Restaurant
Egyetem ter 5
+361 267-0226
www.vendiaketterem.hu

Don't be fooled by the
word "pub." This is a restau-
rant with a long history and
a refined look. It is all about
quality and comfort, reason-
ably priced. 

Károlyi kert
This most beautiful small
park in Budapest lies
behind Károlyi Palace

Named after na tional
hero Karoly Negy e si this
lovely park with flow-
ers and a children’s
playground is suit-
able for lover’s on
picnics, families and
solitary book readers
enjoying the sun.

Insitu Design Shop
Múzeum str. 7.
+361 266 30 80
www.insitu.hu

As shopping malls take over,
it’s great that there are bou-
tiques like Insitu, where you
can find unique items (many
made on premise), from baby
clothes, gifts, jewellery, lamps,
clocks, artwork and more for
your home and life... spend
some time browsing their amaz -
ing selection and see why more
and more of the world is buy-
ing Hungarian!
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11th Hour
Cinema Hostel
Magyar utca 11
+361 266 2153
11thhourcinemahostel.com

Quite possibly one of the
coolest hostels in town, as
much for location as what’s
inside. Clean affordable
rooms with a huge open com-
mon area and free internet,
coffee & tea, movies and
table football, and more
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See, be seen, be seen eating...
WHETHER ON THE GO OR AT THE SIDEWALK CAFE, HUNGARIAN FOOD IS A VERY PUBLIC AFFAIR.

epicurean

Eating in Hungary, whether al fresco or on the go, is all a matter of precision... 

Y
ou can see people eating on the
trains, trolley busses, metro and just
walking down the street. Food has

become a necessary accessory to our daily
wardrobe that no Hungarian would leave
home without.

Since the dawn of humanity, food has
been there, first as a necessity and later as
a pleasure. Over the years certain foods
have come and gone in fashion, diets have
been created, followed, and then proven
harmful to our health. Yet the one thing
that has remained fashionable in Hungary
is the passion to eat.

Whether you are Magyar, Jewish, or
Roma, I am sure every family has a Hun-
garian grandmother who makes you eat so
much that your chair buckles every time
you go home. In the Hungarian home,
people learn how to eat. In Hungary, it is

ingrained from infancy. “Eat, eat, eat,” is
the thinking. In Hungarian culture the
food is not just a guilty pleasure or simply
something to do in your spare time. Food
is life, and therefore you can’t limit your-
self to a small plateful. 

Walking down any street in Budapest
this near obsession with eating is every-
where. Every corner has a restaurant, not
to mention the hundreds of small bars and
restaurants that line the streets in be-
tween. 

If you were to make a map of Budapest
showing all of the restaurants, it would
have to be at least 4 meters by 4 meters.
This truth just expresses how people love
to eat. If in the capitol city of a country
you can’t move more than 5 meters with-
out seeing a restaurant, then its inhab-

 .tae ot evol stnat i

Now, there are some people out there
that might think to themselves “But every-
one likes to eat, what makes Budapest and
Hungary so different?” Well the answer is
simple. It is a trend that has and never will
go out of fashion. Weather rich or poor,
people can be seen with a Ferineti bag in
hand eating a saijtos pogacsa. 

In France, for example, people eat a lot,
and love to eat. Yet, there is a different atti-
tude towards food. There, they love to eat,
but only in the respective confines of a café,
bar, restaurant or a home. If they are hun-
gry, then they will take the time to step into
on of those establishments. There, they will
sit down and take their time with the meal.

However, in Budapest it doesn’t matter
where you are. You just need to get food
in your hands and, then, to start eating it.
Having food in the hand is fashionable
in Hungary, more so than any clothing.
People do not want to hide their food
away. Hungarians want everyone to
know just how cool they are to be eating.
This explains the plethora of dining es-
tablishments sporting outside seating.
Thinky recommends that you go be fash-
ionably hungry at these venues:

In Budapest, you will find more than just
Hungarian food. International food has be-
come a fashionable component to the capitol
of Hungary.

BACARDI ORIGINAL BAR RESTAURANT
V. Szent István tér 6, Tel: (00 36 1) 266 5248, Open:

Sun-Wed 12:00-24:00, Thurs-Sat 12:00-02:00,

Email: wossala@axelero.hu

This is a nice restaurant with a view of
Szent Istvans Basilika. The food is a bit ex-
pensive for a lunch but its a good place for
dinner. Bacardi’s menu features a mixture
of food from all over Europe, not just Hun-
gary. Expect everything from Gulyas to
Beef Tartar. 

HUMMUS BAR
Multiple locations, our favourite is at 1051 Bu-

dapest Október 6. u. 19, Tel: (00 36 1) 354 0108,

Open: Mon-Fri: 11:30-22:00, Sat-Sun: 12:00-22:00,

www.hummusbar.hu

Hummus Bar is a restaurant consisting
of food from every culture that has Hum-
mus as part of their traditional culinary
experience. Most of their menu is vegetar-
ian, but there is also a small carnivore
section. You can order plates of hummus
and salads or sandwiches. Being greeted
with a small cup of hot green tea is a great
way to start a lunch or dinner that won’t
break your bank. 

THE CALEDONIA BUDAPEST
1066 Budapest, Mozsar utca 9, Tel: (00 36 1) 311 7611,

Fax: (00 36 1) 311 7611, caledoniabar@yahoo.co.uk

Caledonia is, as it’s name suggests, a
Scottish bar and restaurant. If you are sick
of eating fancy gormet food and are look-
ing for good traditional bar food this is
where you should head. Great burgers and
delicious fries can only be beat by their
hundreds of scotch whiskeys.

KISPARÁZS THAI LEVES ÉS WOK BÁR
Kazinczy utca 7, Tel: 0670 517 4550, Open: Mon -

Thurs: 11:00 - 22:00,  Fri: 11:00 - 22:45, Sat: 11:00

- 22:00, www.parazspresszo.com

Sometimes a good hot bowl of soup and
a plateful of curry are just what the soul
needs. This Thai restaurant has authentic
Thai food at very reasonable prices. Vege-
tarian friendly and a bit on the spicy side
it is a cosy friendly place just down the
street from Szimpla.

KULACS RESTAURANT
1073 Budapest, Osváth st. 11. Tel./Fax: (00 36 1)

322 3611, Email: info@kulacsetterem.hu

Kulacs is a traditional Hungarian restau-
rant with traditional Hungarian food. Its
atmosphere is reminiscent of the romantic
Hungarian gypsy days of the Victorian era.
It is a bit on the expensive side but is an
excellent place for ambiance of an exquis-
itely Hungarian nature. 

HUNGARIANS HAVE BEEN SPOTTED ALL AROUND
TOWN ANYTIME OF THE DAY OR NIGHT WITH FOOD
IN HAND. BE IT A SANDWICH, POGACSA OR EVEN 
A BOWL OF GULYAS...

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  DOLPHINS ARE SO SMART THAT WITHIN A FEW WEEKS OF CAPTIVITY, THEY CAN TRAIN PEOPLE TO STAND ON THE VERY EDGE OF THE POOL AND THROW THEM FISH.
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Food in the City
TALES OF A HUNGRY BUNNY...

dine & date

“How many times after the date do you feel like a sucker?”

Iam sure all of you out there in Budapest

have had the exciting yet shameful ex-

perience of the “One Nighter”. I hope

for your sake it either started or ended with

a good soul replenishing meal at a nice ex-

pensive restaurant. For these blink of the

eye relationships it is crucial that you are

treated to a delicious meal because either

you have earned it, or soon will deserve it

and so much more.

Arriving home, to a home that is not

yours, to a bed that is not yours at 6 in the

morning with an almost empty bottle of

Jack; might I say the typical set up for sex?

Sleeping until 4 in the afternoon the next

day, (well if you can call it sleeping really)

works up an awesome appetite. I am sure

even the most anorexic girl in the world

would have an appetite that even King

Louis XIV couldn’t beat.

Walking from the mysterious flat that you

could have sworn never existed before the

previous night; each footstep brings a new

wave of regret and memories from the past

24 hours. Until that heavenly moment, when

you have sunk deep down into the cush-

ioned chairs, greeted by a friendly waiter. 

This particular time it was a restaurant

called BARCARDI ORIGINAL BAR, or better

known as BOB. The location is fantasticly

nestled in the corner of Szent Istvan Ter

with a breath taking view of Szent Istvan’s

Basilica, making me go from the embar-

rassed girl to feeling like the princess of

Budapest. Being treated to this restaurant

was a life saver for there was no way in hell

that I could have afforded it normally.

Starting off the meal sharing a steak salad, 

I decided to go for the gold and order a

steak sandwich as well. The waiter was so

considerate that he thought it his moral

duty to point out to me that I would be eat-

ing two meals with steak and seeing that 

I was a woman he didn’t think I could han-

dle it. I was so hungry, hung-over, and

exhausted that I told him “no problem I

can eat it”. Well the waiter was right it was

too much meat but it was delicious to

worry about it. The steak was cooked to

perfection, in one bite the flavors exploded

in your mouth leaving you wanting more

and more. It was one of the best meals 

I’ve had in the year that I’ve been in Bu-

dapest. At the end of the meal I was feeling

good about myself, and not feeling like I

was just another girl who had fallen victim

to the cursed one nighter.

Then about a month ago I was talking with

my best friend who had gone out on one of

many dates. He told me that this guy was bet-

ter than the rest he had dated recently,

because he bought him dinner at an expen-

sive restaurant before heading back to his flat. 

He started to describe the restaurant.

Red canopies over the outside seat ing,

looking out over the square in front of

Saint Stephan’s Basilica. It was at this point

that it hit me; this is the bitch restaurant. It

appears like a nice gesture on the surface

but in reality it is just as cliché as the break

up line “It’s not you, it’s me”.

As I have learned from the hit TV show

Scrubs, “give a guy a blow job and he owes

you for life” Well I hate to say this but we

deserve much better than a wonderful

meal at a restaurant that every man in Bu-

dapest, gay, straight or bi takes their one

night flings to. But it’s a great start...

This restaurant is great for the food but

one should be conscious of the people

who are brining you there. Next time I will

go with friends, or my mister right. 

HI THERE. LIKE 
MANY OF YOU, 
I’M JUST A GIRL 
STUCK IN A 
POST-SOVIET CITY 
SEARCHING FOR 
LOVE, OR THE NEXT 
BEST THING; FOOD. 
SOON Y’ALL WILL
GET TO KNOW ME 
AS THE HUNGRY 
BUNNY, LOOKING 
FOR LOVE ONE 
RESTAURANT 
AT A TIME. 

DAISY BLAZE



B
ut it turns out that, jokes aside,

Dionyos is not only affordable, but

quite good at what they do. From the

food to the atmosphere and the service,

DIONYSOS is quite possibly one of the best

places I have had Greek outside of Athens.

And as far as that sentiment goes, it offers

better food than most of the tavernas I vis-

ited in Greece, too.

One would be forgiven for assuming that

Dionysos will be a costly experience. As

this little gem is just a block away from Váci

Utca at Belgrád rakpart 16, there is definite-

ly a chance for them to gouge you like a

tourist joint. They definitely do not. The

food here is reasonably priced, well present-

ed and cooked perfectly.

It is recommended that one seek a reser-

vation on weekends, but we were coming

in on a Wednesday night, and decided to

drop in. We were seated immediately and

the waiter was prompt with some menus

but did not push (the opposite being com-

mon elsewhere, it seems) as we chatted a

bit about our day. He did drop by with

some delicious and very fresh rolls as well

as water. Kudos on a Mediterranean ap-

proach to service: laid-back but efficient.

When we finally ordered, he was as relaxed

as we were.

My date and I went in very different di-

rections for our meals. Whereas my

charming companion chose to order Faki,

a delicious Greek lentil soup (710 HUF),

and Dolmades, spicy rice wrapped in grape

leaf (730), I went with a meat dish. The

Paidakia, lamb ribs served with oven-baked

potatoes (3.880 HUF), turned out to be an

excellent choice. 

On the suggestion of the waiter, I or-

dered a glass of Korinthia (a dry red wine at

560-1dl). It paired well with my lamb ribs,

indeed. My companion demurred on the

wine. She simply does not enjoy a drink too

often, whether appropriate to her cuisine or

not. She did order some tea later on.

My lady friend’s soup and the Dolmades

arrived first, and she insisted I try her dish.

The soup was just salty enough, with excel-

lently rich tomato flavors and spices that

were not overbearing but definitely present-

ed themselves. The Dolmades was a little

bolder, with the initial taste of the leaves

giving way to the flavorful and perfectly

cooked rice mixture inside until the two fla-

vors mingled. 

I would be content with one of the latter

and a couple sips of the former if I were

priming my palate for a meal. Precisely

when I had decided this was the case, my

ribs arrived. The ribs were more than well-

presented, and were garnished with a

variety of both fresh and roasted vegetables.

Topped with cilantro sprigs and arranged

artfully, the plate definitely beckoned. And,

although I usually complain that corn is an

American food item, the small, roasted cob

did not seem as out of place next to the sim-

ilarly roasted tomatoes, pepper and onions

arrayed about my plate. 

I took one of the three lightly-spiced and

flame-cooked ribs and bit into it. The taste

was delicate, the meat was moist but not

juicy, and the finish on the surface was

inviting to the palate. I continued to eat,

sharing some with my companion, who in-

sisted on only a nibble of meat in her meal.

She did, however, quite approve of that soli-

tary bite. The vegetables were excellent

compliments to the lamb, and the potatoes

served well to clean the palate between

each rib and whatever combination of veg-

etables I had tried with them. Unlike many

other oven potatoes i have had, these were

both done and tender, with no trace of the

hot plate or steam table to be found. This is

either a matter of fresh preparation or a

brisk business, both of which were in evi-

dence on the evening of our repast.

It was a reluctant decision to not complete

my meal, but the portions were such that,

coupled with the bread and the Dolmades, 

I was quite sated. The portions were quite

generous, and over half of my potatoes re-

mained to take home with the corn and the

ribs (including the bones, a gift for a friend’s

cats).  The check came quickly and the smile

was genuine when we praised the waiter on

the meal. I could not help but buy a few

treats for later on the way out, and I will say

the pastries here are worth your forints.  

Reservations Recommended.
Home Delivery Available. 
Belgrád rakpart 16, District 5 
Budapest +36 (1) 318-1222,
(www.dionysos.hu).
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Bring me to the Greek...
Finally a guide to eating in Budapest that’s not cream-filled with kiss-ass copy. We tell you the real deal on
what’s good, and what’s not, around town. Not some phone book sized listing, just the real deal... Read it
all; you might learn something. Suggestions? Email: budapest@think-magazine.com.

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  ASK YOUR DOCTOR IF REALITY IS RIGHT FOR YOU.

Mozaik Kávézó
és Teaház

Ha a király utca Deák térhez
közeli részén járunk, és éppen
szeretnénk lenyugodni egy pár
percre, ugorjunk be a Mozaikba.
Kis kétszintes vendéglátó-ipari
egység, nagy választékkal. Lent
van a kávézó, fent a teaház. 

A földszinten körülbelül
három asztal, családias a
hangulat, a falon képek – az
aktuális fotókiállítás anyaga.
Mellettem valaki nagyon
kacifántos kávékülönlegességet
rendel (talán „koffeinmentes
ízesített macchiato-t?). Persze,
hogy olyat is tudunk – hangzik
a mindig kedves válasz.

Fent több, mint százféle tea,
elvitelre is. Reggelire majszol-
hatunk helyben sütött
süteményeket a kávé és tea
különlegességek mellé. A nagy-
obb reggeli energia bevitel hívei
ham&eggs-el is indíthatják a
napot (hétköznap 9-kor nyitás). 

Este lenyugodhatunk egy jó
kis vízi-pipázással, miközben
ingyen wi-fizünk. Borok,
pálinkák, és az angol „fröccsö -
zés” híveinek cider-ek. A hely
mindig barátságos – mini
helyen maxi a hangulat. 

— Wavrik Gábor

Cím: VI. kerület, Király utca
18. T: 06-1-266-7001,
www.mozaikteahaz.hu

EATZ

WHEN MY DATE SAID WE WERE GOING GREEK
(GÖRÖG) IN A TOURIST AREA, I COULD NOT HELP BUT
THINK, “THAT IDEA CAN BE A REAL PAIN IN THE ASS.”
FRANCIS PRUETT



Főzelék, a mostoha
FŐZELÉK – THE UNSUNG HEROES OF THE HUNGARIAN PLATE

Első csoport: pörkölt és gulyás félék. Ezeket az

ételeket az köti össze, hogy mindegyik olyan

szaftos étel, amiben a hagyma alapnak, és a

pirospaprika fűszerezésnek fontos szerepe van a hús

mellett, és mindegyik nagyon finom nokedlivel. A gu-

lyás az a hungarikum, amelyet Puskás után legjobban

ismer a világ. A második csoport a rántott cuccok. Mi

magyarok mindent rántunk: húsokat, gombát, sajtot,

zöldségeket, palacsintát, stb.... A rántott húst is ismeri a

világ, csak nem nekünk köszöni, hanem a bécsieknek.

Hát ez már csak így esett, a monarchiából nekünk ju-

tott az agrárium, és abból is leginkább a kihívások. 

A harmadik csoport: levesek gazdagon. A különböző

húslevesek, a bableves, a fűszeresen elkészített zöldsé-

glevesek mind sajátos ékességei a magyar konyhának.

Jellegzetességük, hogy főételként is fogyaszthatók egy

édességgel lefojtva. Bableves túrós-tésztával: mágikus

páros, a pipi húsleves pedig, a nagymamák legfőbb fe-

gyvere a betegségekkel szemben. A felsorolt három

ételkategória megtalálható szinte minden magyaros ét-

teremben, esélyt adva az idetévedt turistáknak egy

élvezetes kóstolóra. Van azonban egy mostohaként

kezelt magyar ételfajta: a főzelékek. Bár az eltűnőben

lévő hagyományos magyar háztartásokban ez volt a leg-

gyakrabban elkészített főétel, mégis, mintha nem

tartanánk elég elegánsnak ahhoz, hogy erőteljesebben

megjelenjen a belvárosi éttermek étlapjain. Pedig na -

gyon is magyar specialitás, szinte sehol máshol nem

találni hasonlót. Ráadásul egészséges, ami cáfolja 

a magyar konyháról külföldiek által kialakított képet. 

A főzelék szinte bármilyen zöldségből készülhet. 

A megfőtt zöldséget rántással, vagy habarással sűrítjük,

majd fűszerezzük (fokhagymával, piros paprikával,

sóval, borssal, babérral, stb.). Úgy az igazi, ha egy hús-

ból és tojásból készült feltét párossal tálaljuk. Mi lenne,

ha a megfelelő helyre kerülne ez az étel? Emeljük fel

azzal, hogy elegáns helyeken, igényes módon tálalva

mutatjuk meg a világnak milyen is például egy zöldbab

főzelék kellemesen fűszerezve, fokhagymás fasírtgolyó-

val, tükörtojással, és friss kenyérrel. Az emberek

nyi tottak. Gondoljuk csak meg, hányan rajonganak

mostanság azért, hogy két pálcikával beegyensúlyoz-

zanak a szájukba egy csípős tormával ragadós rizsre

tapasztott nyers tintahaldarabot. Persze a kulináris be-

fogadó készségnek is vannak határai. Ezen a határon

túl van valószínűleg az angolok angolna-kocsonyája.

Jelentős mennyiségű tequila után sem jutottam túl a

kóstoló falaton. Az átlátszó zselatinban remegő gumisz-

erű bőrben kuporgó kevéske fehér hús valahogy nem

etette magát. De a főzelék nem ilyen. Hiszek abban,

hogy hódító útra indulhat, ha bekerül a vendéglátó-ipari

körforgásba. 

ADDIG IS JAVASLOM A KÖVETKEZŐ HELYEKET AZOK-
NAK, AKIK ÉTKEZDÉBEN, ÉTTEREMBEN FOGYASZ-
TANÁNAK FŐZELÉKET: Főzelékfaló (Nagymező utca

18), Green’s Főzelékbár (Dob utca 3), Földes Józsi Koc-

smája (Frankel Leo utca 30). 

The first group is the gulyas and

its relative the pörkölt (made of

beef, pork, turkey, chicken,

mushroom, liver, gizzard, potato).

Fried tiny chipped onions with red

pepper give a unique flavour to these

dishes, may times served with mini-

gnocchis (nokedli) and with some

pickled vegetable side dish. Gulyas is

probably the second most famous

Hungaricum after Puskas. Second

group: fried-breaded stuff. We Hun-

garians prepare almost anything in a

fried-breaded way: meat, chicken,

cheese, fish, vegetables, and pan-

cakes. However, the world knows

best the Wiener schnitzel, so the

acknowledgement for this food cate -

gory has gone to the Austrians. Not a

surprise! The Austro-Hungarian Em-

pire left us with agricultural chal -

lenges and no fame. Third group: rich

soups. Some of the Hungarian soups

are so rich that they are considered to

be main dishes in many households.

We eat various sweet pastas with

them as a dessert. A bean-soup

(bableves) followed by a sweet cottage-

cheese pasta (túrós tészta cukorral)

can be a delicious lunch or dinner

menu. A rich chicken or beef soup

(húsleves) is the main weapon of

grandmas against all illnesses. The

meals described above can be found

more or less in most of the restau-

rants. However, there is one category

that is treated as a red-headed

stepchild: the FŐZELÉK. Although, a

while ago this was the most common-

ly prepared main dish in the

traditional countryside homes, some-

how it is not considered to be elegant

enough to be put on the menu nowa-

days. Yet it is very Hungarian, you can’t really find any

similar stuff in other countries. Moreover it is healthy!

We prepare főzelék from any kind of vegetable using

a fried thickening of flour or adding sour crème to the

vegetable while cooking. You can spice it up with gar-

lic, red pepper, salt, black pepper, bay, etc, to be served

with some fried meat and eggs. Can you imagine a

green pee főzelék with garlic-flavoured fried ribs and

eggs sunny side up with a freshly baked roll? How de-

licious it could be, and how nicely presented! In a

globalised world people are open to every new culi-

nary experience. Think about how many of us adore

a type of eastern food which is actually a sticky rice

cube glued with hot green radish to a tiny piece of raw

fish, and we have to juggle with small sticks to actual-

ly put a bite into our mouth! Sounds terrible, tastes

good. However there is a limit of people’s openness. I

could not finish my eel-jelly in a suburban English

restaurant, for example. The rubber-like thick skin in

a shaking gelatin somehow did not become my

favourite food. Főzelék is different, I think it can be re-

invented, it deserves it! 

MEANWHILE HERE ARE SOME PLACES WHERE YOU
CAN EAT FŐZELÉK NOW: Főzelékfaló (Nagymező utca

18, near the Oktogon), Green’s Főzelékbár (Dob utca 3,

near the Synagogue), Földes Józsi Kocsmája (Frankel Leo

utca 30, Buda side, near Margit bridge). 

A TUDOMÁNYOSSÁG IGÉNYE NÉLKÜL ALAPVETŐEN
NÉGY CSOPORTBA OSZTHATJUK A JELLEGZETESEN
MAGYAR ÉTELEKET.
WITHOUT ANY SCIENTIFIC PROOF, THERE ARE FOUR
TYPES OF MAIN DISHES IN THE HUNGARIAN CUISINE. 
SZÖVEG ÉS FOTÓ: WAVRIK GÁBOR
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Greenbean főzelék

Spinach főzelék

Cabbage and tomatofőzelék



Star Crossed Lovers? 
Well, it’s official; Jolie will portray the role of legendary Egyptian Queen
Cleopatra while Pitt has been rumoured to play her lover Mark Anthony.

If you haven’t heard yet, Oscar-winner Angelina Jolie will be donning the
golden headdress to play the legendary Egyptian Queen, Cleopatra, which
will be filmed in Budapest and Serbia. To be produced by Scott Rudin,
CLEOPATRA: A LIFE may remind movie goers of the last time a sexy movie
star played this infamous Queen of the Nile. And even though Angelina
promises a completely different Cleopatra from that played by Elizabeth
Taylor, only time will tell if Elizabeth (who portrayed the Queen in the 1963
$44 million epic film) will have to abdicate the iconic silver screen image of
Cleopatra to Jolie. If you’re not up on your history, this ancient “modern”
woman ruled Egypt as the last Pharoah in the 1st century BC. Not only was
she Queen, she usually got what she wanted, first living and cavorting
about with Julius Caesar until his assassination and then realigning herself
with Marc Antony to avoid the throes of Roman imperialism. As dramatic
and colorful as her life, her death was less so - although still notable. After
Antony committed suicide after falsely learning of her death, she killed her-
self by allowing a poisonous snake to bite her.

And wherever Angelina goes, her brood goes. She has rented a house
here in Budapest for two months, but is it too early to head to MASZKA
COSTUME RENTALS to make a run on their Egyptian and Roman costumes
for Halloween? You tell us...

— Three shops to choose from; www.maszka.hu

CINAMALICIOUS.COM

Urb
„Ville spatiale” 
Yona Friedman´s exhibition

Following up on the 15th Sept.

launch of a incrementally struc-

tured project, Yona Friedman

will be holding “THE ARCHITEC-
TURE OF SURVIVAL” an interna-

tional conference on participato-

ry planning, urban ecosystem

and infrastructure, and the archi-

tecture of shanty towns. Or-

ganised by KÉK (Hungarian

Contemporary Architecture Cen-

tre). From the 26th of October,

throughout the autumn of 2011,

the Ludwig Museum will present

a Yona Friedman retrospective

exhibition, involving projects

that reflect the influence of Fried-

man’s thinking today; about

visions of future cities and the

methods of people to shape their

own living environment. Yona

Friedman is an advocate of the

social embeddedness of random

aesthe tics and architectural think-

ing, so this is certain to be a very

interesting event indeed.

— 09.16 - 10.31.2010
Trafo Gallery Budapest

Trafo.hu/programs/1945

DESIGN

Posta Borház
Cabernet Franc

A hetem egyik borozós estéjének

igen kellemes meglepetése volt egy

számomra új szekszárdi pince, a

POSTA BORHÁZ CABERNET FRANC-ja.

A palack alig 3 ezer forintba került,

ennek ellenére bátran felveszi a

versenyt a nála sokkal komolyabb

árú magyar versenytársaival. Mély

rubinvörös színnel köszönt a po-

haramban, intenzív illata kifejezet -

ten sok gyümölcsöt és fűszert kínál

és egy kis csokoládés aromát is

meg villant. Számban finoman, nem

tolakodóan érzem a fahordót és a

fűszeres feketeribizlit. Hömpölyög -

ve hódít, nagy telt kortyokban is jól

tud esni. A tanninok puhák és éret-

tek, a sav szépen frissít a korty

végén. Tüzes bor és hál’ istennek

ízében egyáltalán nem zavaró az

alkoholtartalma. 2007-ben született,

nagyon jól tartja magát. Hatásos

belépő egy új szekszárdi birtoktól. 

— Lánchidi István

VINO

As someone who likes to work with my laptop on the table while lounging in

an easy chair, having a conventional keyboard balanced in my lap just isn’t

cutting it. So image my joy when I discovered that Lenovo has released a

MULTIMEDIA REMOTE WITH KEYBOARD. This awesome device, a palm-sized

Multimedia Remote with Keyboard. would look right at home on the bridge

of the Enterprise, and has a trackball at the bottom handles cursor move-

ment, with left and right mouse buttons above it. It uses a 2.4GHz wireless

connection to your PC using a tiny USB “nano dongle.” Features include:

- 2.4G wireless keyboard and mouse (with track ball) combo
- Palm-sized dimensions
- As far as 10 meters control distance
- Windows multimedia control. compatible with Windows 2000 Windows XP

and Windows Vista & Windows 7
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T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  FRIENDSHIP IS LIKE PEEING ON YOURSELF: EVERYONE CAN SEE IT, BUT ONLY YOU GET THE WARM FEELING THAT IT BRINGS. 

LENOVO’S NEW PC REMOTE/MOUSE WITH KEYBOARD

This season’s “it” bag...
What bad things can be said about Gucci? Sure, their Cruise Collection was an

ugly disaster (to put it politely), but if we were to write about what bag they put out
that we like best since then, it would have to be the GUCCI SUKEY LARGE TOTE.
Okay, so it’s not a revolutionary fashion statement, with the flood of cheap Chinese
knock-offs, logo bags have become a bit played out. So it’s only natural that they’d
tone it down a bit and come out with something more subtle, like this lovely canvas
tote with some cream leather trimming the famous Gucci monogram fabric. Com-
pared to the aforementioned Cruise offerings, this tote
is entirely unoffensive and beautiful in its lack of
adornment, save for a  interlocking G charm. For a
Gucci bag, it’s price is relatively low, (only a few
month’s rent for those on a local budget) so we
hope you’ve been saving up all year (yeah,
right). Not sure why this one moves us so,
perhaps it’s because we’ve always had a
thing for cream leather combined with
their signature fabric. The shape is
readily identifiable, the interior
roomy (with an inside zip pocket),
and it comes in a medium and
large version, making it a func-
tional exercise in
understatement.

 — Gucci, 1061 Budapest, An-
drássy 23, +36 1 3220971 

HIT LIST



The streets are full of bad clothes and hideous outfits that not only remind
us of past decades, but also a sense of bad taste. Lets face it, when it comes
to fashion trends Budapest is out of it. Unflattering Mohawks, disturbing

color combinations, and padded shoulder jackets transform the city into a very
bad runway in which the principal collection is made by a designer on crack. Peo-
ple in this city love to wear old clothes, either because they want to save money
or just because they like it. To bring old fashion trends back and make them vin-
tage is not a bad idea, but somehow Hungarians can take the most unwearable
pieces of clothing from each decade and wear them all together. Sadly for fash-
ion addicts like me, it’s painful to see how the girls best choice for their hair is an
imitation of Farrah Fawcett in “Charlies Angels”. Although some young people
can refresh your face by wearing the prefect outfit, it is more common to confuse
people in this city with homeless, rather than top models.

The good thing about Budapest is that since there is a lack of glamor in the
street, you will never feel bad with yourself and the way you look because there
will always be someone who looks worse. People treat style here like a safe box
when it comes to clothes and fashion: No matter how hard they try, they will not
find the right combination. So, if you are one of those people that doesn’t care
about nice clothing and general appearance, Hungary will receive you with open
arms. Here, to be out of the fashion world is a must. Come and join us and be part
of this magnificent collection where being unfashionable will always be a trend. 

BUDAPEST IS A CITY WITH A LOT OF HISTORY,
MAGNIFICENT BUILDINGS AN INCREDIBLE VIEW
THAT COULD BE COMPARED WITH THE GREAT
CITIES OF EUROPE SUCH AS MILAN, LONDON OR
PARIS. BUT THERE IS ONE BIG DETAIL THAT JUST
MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE TO SEE BUDAPEST AS A
COSMOPOLITAN CITY, THE FASHION.

Fashionably unfashionable

ALFONSO MAJETIC, FOTO: NATALIE

Magazines
The Room
The one exception to the editorial above
The next issue of The Room magazine will be out
15th of October! And expect it to be loaded with
highly innovative and creative fashion reportage in
English and Hungarian. But it’s not just fashion, but
a celebration of creativity in all its forms of expres-
sion. So whether you’re looking to be inspired, or
just to get your finger on the pulse of the Hungarian
style scene, pick up your copy of The Room today! 

— www.theroom.hu

WWW.THINK-MAGAZINE.COM



FILM
VESPA
(Starring Tóth Sándor)

One of the best ways to learn
a new language is to immerse
yourself in the local culture, and
there’s no better place to do that
than at the local cinema. When I
lived in Asia, even though I
never learnt more than three
words in Chinese (hey, I’m up to
10 in Hungarian), watching Chi-
nese movies really gave me some
insight into the local culture.
One new film, VESPA, by the tal-
ented and award-winning direc-
tor Diana Gróo, hit cinemas on
September 27th, and is a real
charmer. It tells the tale of Lali, a
good hearted 12-year old Roma
boy living in the countryside,
who wins a Vespa in a competi-
tion, and although he has never
stepped foot outside his home-
town, to get to Budapest to col-
lect his prize he must first get
the money to buy a train ticket.
With money he wins gambling

with his friends, he heads off on
his own for the capital. But the
story doesn’t end there, along
the way and very out of his ele-
ment, misadventure befalls the
boy when he goes to collect the
prize and find things are not as
offered. Determined to succeed,
life, which often throw obstacles
in our path, makes us who we
are, stronger, more learned and
often worse for the wear.

— J. Benét

Live here any amount of time, and you’ll start to wonder, “Just what does it feel like to be
Hungarian?” Ask any Hungarian and they’ll tell you that the rest of the world just doesn’t

get them, and you know what? They’re right. And aside from the idealisation of their culture
and the fame of their porn stars and scientists, Hungarians do indeed seem to be living proof
that there is alien life on Earth: They may be situated in the very heart of Europe, but they are
equipped with a confounding language, extraterrestrial (albeit endearing) accents, and an un-
earthly way of thinking.

What most Hungarians learn from life about the Magyar mind is now available, for the first
time, in this user-friendly guide to what being Hungarian is all about. THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
TO BEING HUNGARIAN brings together twelve authors well-versed in the quintessential ingredi-
ents of being Hungarian—from the stereotypical Magyar man to the stereotypical Magyar
woman, foods to folk customs, livestock to literature, film to philosophy, politics to porcelain,
and scientists to sports. In fifty short, highly readable, often witty, sometimes politically incor-
rect, but always candid articles, the authors demonstrate that being credibly Hungarian —
like being French, Polish or Japanese — is largely a matter of carrying around in your head a
potpourri of conceptions and preconceptions acquired over the years from your elders, socie-
ty, school, the streets, and mass media. This irresistible little book from New Europe Books is
an indispensable reference that will teach you how to be Hungarian, even if you already are.

— Available from the publisher online at http://shop.neweuropebooks.com

Third Culture Kid 
Hi, my name is Heidi Sand-Hart and I don’t know where to call “home”!

I grew up in India, Norway and the UK and am a “Third Culture Kid” – “someone who
has spent much of their childhood years outside of the parents’ culture, who absorbs ele-
ments from lots of different countries and has a sense of belonging to those who have
had similar experiences.” (Ruth E. Van Reken). My first book, Home Keeps Moving, was
published this summer and I want to tell you a little about it. Home Keeps Moving tells
the story of growing up in many worlds due to moving frequently throughout my child-
hood. It gives insight into the many struggles and challenges that “Third Culture Kids”
face with constantly leaving friends, homes and their familiar surroundings – of those try-
ing to grasp an understanding of who they are and how they fit into their current society.
The question of where “home” was didn’t even emerge until I was much older, since as a
child, you learn to adapt to whatever is thrown at you. It becomes your concept of “nor-
mal”. In my early twenties, I started to search for personal literature on the topic of cross-
cultural upbringings and TCKs but realised there were hardly any books out there. So I
decided to do it myself! I started writing Home Keeps Moving but the task was too over-
whelming for me at the time. As I’ve gotten older, I have recognised how exciting, colourful and unique my own childhood
was and I wanted to share that with others. In this global and transient age, I thought it was more important to have literature
out there for people to grasp and empathise with TCKs, since cross-cultural living is becoming more common day by day. As a
result of my own transient upbringing, travel has forced its way into my bloodstream and I’ve continued to incorporate this
transient lifestyle into my adulthood. So far, I have lived as an expat in America, Canada, Thailand, India and New Zealand,
being anything from a secretary to an orphanage volunteer. I have been to more than 42 countries (and counting) and never
stayed anywhere for more than four years.  — Home Keeps Moving is available at: www.amazon.co.uk/shops/heidisand-hart

READ OR DIE!
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Szy Katalin: Hullámkeltő 
Szerzői magánkiadás, Budapest, 2010

Egy lehetetlen könyvesbolt eldugott polcán egy magánkiadású
kincsre találtam a minap. Nem hivatásos író írta, hanem egy pszi-
chológus novellagyűjteménye. A jó irodalom egyik legfőbb tulaj-
donságával rendelkezik a szerző: hihetetlen életanyaga van. Rosszul
fogalmaztam: halálanyaga. Végső stádiumos rákos betegek és hoz-
zátartozóik pszichológusa. És ráadásul ő nem fogalmaz rosszul.

Régi közhely, hogy a pszichológusok nyolcvan százaléka azért
lesz pszichológus, mert saját magát akarja kezelni egész életében.
Szy Katalin a húsz százalékba tartozik. De ennek a húsz százalék-
nak is van saját élete, saját problémákkal. És néha ugyanaz a prob-
léma néz szembe vele a klinikán. Micsoda professzionalizmus kell
ahhoz, hogy az orvos ilyenkor megőrizze a kívülállását. Talán akko-
ra, mint feladni a kívülállást, ha egy haldokló közelséget vár, melegséget, megértést, sze -
retetet. Vagy ha egy hozzátartozó kéjesen kiélvezi szerettének minden hanyatló pillanatát.

A klinikai pszichológus a klinikán a saját lelkével nem foglalkozhat, pedig úgy repülnek rá
az elmesélt tragédiák, mint a nyakig földbe ásott házasságtörőre a kövek. Védtelen, szándé -
kosan kiszolgáltatott, mindent felfog és befogad. Az olvasó szerencséje, hogy Szy Katalin a
saját lelkét novelláival tisztítja és kötözi be. Hiába a több életre szóló tapasztalat - ami egy
olvasó embernek a legdrágább kincs - mégsem irigylem tőle a munkáját. Nem lenne hozzá
erőm. Irigylem viszont az elegáns stílusát, érzékenységét az árnyalatokra, és képességét azok
hiteles megfestésére.

Majdnem mindegyik novellája üt. Néhány nagyot. Felmerülhet az olvasóban, hogy akar-e egyál-
talán ilyen tragédiákkal szembesülni? Van elég a vállán, minek még pakolni rá? Hát az a nagy -
szerű még ebben a kis kötetben, hogy megmutatja, hogyan lehet elfogadni és elengedni. De
figyelem, akkor is csak úgy szabad olvasni, ha egy-egy novella után van az olvasónak két perce
magában, amíg visszarendezi a gondolatait és az arcvonásait a hétköznapokra. — Berényi Anna

MEDIA JUNKY

BELVÁROSI MOZI — 6720 Szeged, Vaszy Viktor tér 3,
Tel: (62) 543 185; 543 186, www.belvarosimozi.hu

BEM MOZI – Margit krt. 5/b, II district, Trams: 4, 6,
Margit utca stop, Tel: (62) 316 8708,
http://bemmozi.blogspot.com

CAMPONA PALACE CINEMA – Nagytétényi út 37-
45, XXII district, bus 3 to Nagytétény, Tickets: (62) 999
6161, www.palacecinemas.hu

CINEMA CITY CSEPEL PLAZA – 1121 Budapest,
Rákóczi Ferenc út 154-170 (Csepel Plaza), Tel: (62) 425
8111, www.cinemacity.hu

CINEMA CITY ÚJ UDVAR – 1032 Budapest, Bécsi út
38-44 (Új Udvar Mall), Tel: (62) 437 8383,
www.cinemacity.hu

CINEMA EURÓPA – 1074 Budapest, Rákóczi út 82,
Tel: (62) 322 5419, www.europamozi.freeweb.hu

CINEMA MŰVÉSZ – Művész Mozi, 1063 Teréz körút
30, Metro 1, Trams: 4, 6 station/stop Oktogon, Tel: (62) 332
6726, www.artmozi.hu

CINEMA PUSKIN – Puskin Mozi, Kossuth Lajos utca
18, Metro 2 station Astoria, Metro 3 station Ferenciek
tere, Tel: (62) 429 6080, www.artmozi.hu

CIRKÓ-GEJZÍR – Balassi Bálint út 15-17, V district,
Trams: 4,6, Margaret Bridge, Tram 2 Jászai Mari tér
terminus, Tel: (62) 269 0904, www.cirkofilm.hu

CORVIN BUDAPEST FILMPALOTA – Corvin köz
1, VIII district, Metro 3 station Ferenc körút, Tram: 4,
Tram: 6 stop Üllői út, Tickets: (62) 459 5050, Film info: (62)
459 5059, www.corvin.hu

DUNA PLAZA HOLLYWOOD MULTIPLEX —
Váci út 178, XIII district, M3 Metro: Gyöngyösi utca station,
Tel: (62) 467 4267, www.intercom.hu

HUNNIA – 1073 Budapest, Erzsébet körút 26, Tel: (62)
321 7580

KOSSUTH PALACE MOZI & BAR – 1132
Budapest, Váci út 14, Tel: (62) 467 4260

LURDY HÁZ HOLLYWOOD MULTIPLEX –
Könyves Kálmán krt. 12-14, Tram: 4, 6, or Tram: 1 Mester
utca stop, Tel: (62) 467 4267, www.intercom.hu

MAMMUT PALACE CINEMA — Lövőház utca 2-6,
II district, Trams: 4, 6, Széna tér stop, Ticket: 999 6161,
www.palacecinemas.hu

MOM PARK PALACE CINEMA – Alkotás utca 53,
MOM Park Shopping Center, XII district, Trams: 59, 61,
Ticket: 999 6161, www.palacecinemas.hu

MOVIE MUSEUM ÖRÖKMOZGÓ – Örökmozgó
Filmmúzeum, 1073 Erzsébet krt. 39, Trams: 4, 6, stop
Király utca

MŰCSARNOK — Art Hall / Kunsthalle, 1146 Budapest,
Hősök tere, Tel: (62) 460 7000; 363 2671,
www.mucsarnok.hu

ODEON-LLOYD MOZI – 1135 Budapest, Hollán Ernő
utca 7, Tel: (62) 329 2064, www.odeon-lloyd.hu

ÖRÖKMOZGÓ – 1073 Budapest, Erzsébet körút 39, Tel:
(62) 342 2167

PALACE WESTEND – in Westend City Center, Váci út
1-3, VI district, Metro 3 Nyugati pályaudvar, Trams: 4, 6
station/stop Nyugati pályaudvar, Ticket: 999 6161
www.westend.hu, www.palacecinemas.hu 

PALACE MAMMUT – Mammut Center, Lövőház utca
2-6, Metro 2 station Moszkva tér, Trams: 4, 6 stop Széna
tér, www.mammut.hu, www.palacecinemas.hu

PÓLUS CENTER HOLLYWOOD MULTIPLEX
– Szentmihályi út 131, XV district, Bus 173 to final stop,
Tel: (62) 467 4267, www.intercom.hu

SZINDBÁD – 1137 Budapest, Szent István körút 16, Tel:
(62) 349 2773

TABÁN – 1016 Budapest, Krisztina körút 87-89, Tel: (62)
356 8162

TOLDI MOZI – 1054 Budapest, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky út
36–38, Tel: (62) 472 0397, Metro: Deak Ferenc tér,
www.artmozi.hu

URÁNIA NATIONAL MOVIE THEATRE – Uránia
Nemzeti Filmszínház, Rákóczi út 21, VIII district, Metro 2
station Blaha Lujza tér, Ticket: 486 3400, www.urania-nf.hu

VÖRÖSMARTY – 1085 Budapest, Üllői út 4, Tel: (62)
317 4542

CINEMA DIRECTORY
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My introduction to Our Stolen Fu-
ture came about ten years ago
at a sustainable packing confer-

ence when a young German woman sat
down at our table for lunch and asked:
“Did you know that male sperm counts
have gone down 50 percent in the last 50
years?” I lost my appetite, but at least my
interest in this topic was successfully
piqued.

Our Stolen Future deals with endocrine
disruptors and endocrine mimickers pres-
ent in-among other things-plastic packag-
ing that, through coming into contact
with food, reduces male sperm count.
When Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring came
out 40 years ago, DDT was already widely
used to control mosquitoes. 

Although DDT did have an impact in controlling malaria, it also had a fatal im-
pact on wildlife: and toxic chemicals made their way into the human food chain
through the birds and fish that fed on these DDT-exposed mosquitoes. In fact, stu-
dents at my university (years before I attended) collected some dead birds around
campus after an aerial spraying of DDT, hung them from a clothesline strung
across the middle of campus and announced with a scoreboard: DDT 15, Birds 0.
Our Stolen Future is a somewhat more scientific attempt to sound the alarm on
chemicals in plastics, PCBs and other chemicals that infiltrate our ecosystem on a
daily basis.

Like DES (a synthetic female hormone used to stop breast milk and as a ‘morning
after’ pill, and readily available to woman for 40 years), DDT successfully mimics nat-
ural estrogen. Possible DES side-effects include vaginal cancer, uterine deformities,
miscarriages, undescended testicles and devastated T-helper cells (which are essential
to the body’s immune system). Hormones and hormone receptors fit together like
lock and key and activate different responses at required times, but when hormone
mimics or hormone blockers (which make it impossible for natural hormones to
bind to the receptors) enter the body through DDT, DES or a host of other chemicals
in plastics and pesticides, the responses become incorrect.

PCBs and other persistent chemicals like dioxins and furans become magnified
and concentrated as they move up the food chain-stored in fatty tissues until they
reach the top predators. As PCBs move from phytoplankton to zooplankton to
larger and larger fish and then to herring gulls, the chemical concentration in ani-
mal tissue can be magnified up to 25 million times! Effects on the animal kingdom
range from insufficiently thick eggshells and infertile populations to birth defects
and cancer. Synthetic chemicals often confuse the hormone-producing glands (e.g.
the thyroid and pituitary), which means that the body doesn’t know what to turn
on, turn off, speed up or slow down, and this can cause defects or disease in or-
gans like the testicles, ovaries and pancreas.

Water run through PVC tubing comes out containing Pnonylphenol, which is not
only added to polystyrene and PVC as an antioxidant and to make plastics more
stable, but is also found in contraceptive creams like nonoxynol-9. Also, polycar-
bonates and plastic linings of food tins contain P-nonylphenol and bisphenol-A,
which leach in to water and food from packaging and act as hormone blockers.
Even reusable plastic bottles can seriously damage our health. For such a scientifi-
cally daunting subject, the authors of Our Stolen Future have produced a very read-
able and understandable book that even people without a solid scientific
background can appreciate. 

OUR STOLEN FUTURE: ARE WE THREATENING
OUR FERTILITY, INTELLIGENCE AND SURVIVAL?
A SCIENTIFIC DETECTIVE STORY.
DAN SWARTZ

Bad Chemistry 

WWW.THINK-MAGAZINE.COM

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND
GREEN IDEAS FOR IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT, VISIT:

www.Thinknovation.com
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14 Ways to Leave your Sofa
14 ÖTLET, HOGY ELMENJ HAZULRÓL

AIgaz, hogy a nyári pi-

henőidőszak után

már szeptemberben

beindul az élet, de az igaz

pörgés azért októberben kezdődik. Ezt

mutatja az, is, hogy a BÖFI, vagyis a

BUDAPESTI ŐSZI FESZTIVÁL teljes for-

dulatszámon fog pörögni október 8 és

17 között. Ez alatt a tíz nap alatt hoz-

závetőlegesen 65 kulturális eseményt

(zene, tánc, film, kiállítás, opera, szín-

ház, stb) láthat a nagyérdemű (bő -

veb b en: www.bof.hu/2010).

Akinek túl langyosak az őszi fesz-

tivál programjai, benevezhet egy tíz

napos erdélyi DRAKULA-TÚRÁRA,

hogy együtt ünnepelhesse a Hallo-

weent a gróffal. Igazítsd bioritmuso-

dat hozzá, élj éjszaka, pihenj nappal.

Akkora buli lesz, hogy vér fog folyni!

Indulás október 27-én Budapestről

(Visit-Transylvania.us/holidaycalendar.html).

JOE BONAMASSA neve annyira nem is-

mert nálunk, de a blues-rock rajon-

góinak biztos nem kell bemutatni. Az ő

gyerekkorában még nem volt Megasztár,

meg Xfactor, mégis 12 éves korában már

felfedezték. Pályája során együtt játszott a

legnagyobbakkal (BB King, Eric Clapton,

stb), és most kishazánkba látogat, hogy

október 28-án a húrok közé csapjon.

Október 23-án az 56-OS FORRA-
DALOMRA EMLÉKEZÜNK. Ez a nap a

rendszerváltás óta az egyik leg-

fontosabb ünnepünkké lépett elő.

Reméljük, idén békésebben fog zajlani,

mint az elmúlt években. A tojásdo bálás

semmiképp sem méltó meg - emlékezés

azokra, akik annak idején Molotov kok-

télokkal dobálták a szovjet tankokat.

Ennél békésebben koktélozhatunk az

OLD MAN’S PUBBAN, ahol minden nap-

ra jut valami jó kis koncert. Például a

funky kedvelőknek ott lesz 21-én a Gara-

mi Funky Stuff, az akusztikus gitár zene

hódolóinak 13-án Tátrai Tibor és Szűcs

A Gábor latin koncertje, az igényesebb

populáris jazz rajongóinak pedig a 30-i

Váczi Eszter és a Szörp koncertjét

ajánljuk. A műsorok 8.30-kor kezdőd-

nek, tehát idősebbek is elkezdhetik.

Az ősz az instrumentális zene ked-

velőinek is szolgál némi csemegével.

Október 13-án Budapesten lép fel

CHRIS BOTTI, akit többen a smooth

jazz egyik mai nagy alakjának tartanak.

Többször jelölték Grammy-re,  három

lemeze pedig #1 volt a Billboard jazzal-

bumok listáján. Hölgyek figyelem!

2004-ben a People Magazin a világ 50

legszebb embere közé választotta.

„Smooth Operator” a javából!

Chris Botti valószínűleg nem válasz-

taná előzenekarának a DESTROYER
666, vagy a WATAIN együtteseket, akik

elég kemény zúzós zenét játszanak, és

ez persze fordítva is igaz ez. Október

10-ére fújtak gyülekezőt a Dürer kert-

ben a fekete metál kedvelőinek. Jelszó:

„Helló Kitty rajongók kíméljenek!”

Lehet, hogy el tudsz csípni egy egye-

di tervezésű halálfejet az esti metál-

koncertre, mert október 10-én ismét

megrendezik a WAMP DESIGN MAR-
KET-et a Gödörben. Made in Hungary.

Nemcsak bringásoknak ajánljuk a

Kiscelli Múzeumban megrendezett

„FREECYCLE” című kiállítást a város bi-

ciklis életéről.  Szerencsére egyre job -

ban terjed a kerékpározás Budapesten,

és nemcsak a biciklis utak szaporodnak,

hanem talán a gépkocsivezetők hozzáál-

lása is változóban van. A belvárosból

egyébként rövid, de velős terepcan-

gázással érdemes megközelíteni a tárla-

tot, ha stílusosan akarunk érkezni.

Hogy egy családiasabb hangulatú es-

eményt is ajánljunk, meghívunk min-

denkit egy FLAMENCO ESTRE a Tree-

hugger Dan’s kávézóba október 21-ére.

Az angol Nick Palmer és a magyar
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Jazz
A jammin’ line up at iF Kavezo 
1092 Budapest, Ráday utca 19, Tel: (36 1) 299 0694 www.ifkavezo.hu

The lineup is thick at iF this month, so All That Jazz is All About iF. If you missed BRANDON
MEZZELO in September, then you are in luck. The ex-US soldier reappears along with pianist
DEZSO OLAH. There's enough Youtube material out there to let you know what you'll be
missing if you miss this... suffice it to say that if you like Jazz, you have your Friday plans
laid out for the 7:30 pm on the 15th. Wow, talk about never missing a beat. The owners
do a great job of showcasing local talent in an intimate venue, so most nights are a hit
from Wednesday through Sunday. "iF" that were not enough, liven up your Wednesday
night on the 27th (7:30 pm also) with ANDREA GERAK, "The enigmatic voice of Hungary"
singing and Zoltan Lantos on violin. Good news for the jazz fans (and Celtic music fans,
and basically vocals fans in general) Andrea is moving home from Sweden, according to
her blog (www.stockholm-by-gerak.blogspot.com). Of course I expect iF's owner "Hoffy"
to keep her coming back for great music and, perhaps, interesting conversations (or some
swing the next night... is dancing tolerated?) with unknown jazz journalists.

Music
UH FEST 2010 @ Merlin
Wednesday 6 October 2010 – Sunday 10 October 2010, www.fest2010.uh.hu

When it comes to making the music happen, no one can make it rain like the European
Commission. And since it’s the rainy season, they’re giving us all plenty to smile about with
the UH FEST 2010, a five day music extravaganza at Merlin Budapest. I won’t go too much
into details on each band, just consider it a smorgasbord of the good, the great and the not
so great (Public Enema, really?). We’’ll just let the line up speak for itself: OCT. 6: Oceans of
Silver and Blood, Skylla, Mark Bain, The Skull Defekts, Groupshow, The Complainer, OCT. 7:
AERT, Denis Kolokol, Public Enema, Keijo & Jukka, Atom TM, Shit and Shine. OCT. 8: Paul De-
vens, Teho Teardo, Tok Tek, Carlos Giffoni, Guido Möbius, Michael Wertmüller, Lasse
Marhaug/Márias Béla/Benkő Dávid/Tóth László/Palotai Zsolt/Pándi Balázs, Talibam! Demdike
Stare, Static, Pole, OCT. 9: Lau Nau, Valerio Tricoli with Robert Piotrowicz, Piotr Kurek, Ku-
upuu, Kría Brekkan, Jazkamer, STU, Thomas Fehlmann, MLZ. OCT. 10: Robert Curgenven, Ig-
natz, Lokai, Blind Tape Quartets, eRikm. As you can see, plenty of grooves in effect!

World Premiere
Silhouette Theatre (At the Millenáris)
October 21, 22, 2010 8pm

www.millenaris.hu 

Every child who has ever seen a projector has seen hand silhouettes. But have
they ever seen silhouettes actually perform a play? Likely not. However, just
such a performance will make its premiere October 21 (8 pm), right here in Bu-
dapest. The Millenáris Scientific Cultural Public Benefit Non-profit Ltd. always
provides something of interest and culture to the public, and you can see their
latest offerings at their website (www.millenaris.hu). But this is a silhouette
performance of special note. NEGATIVE VARIETÉ is adopted from Laszlo Mo-
holy-Nagy’s body of work. Moholy-Nagy was instrumental during the 1920s in
turning the Bauhaus school (Berlin) back to its focus on design after a long
dalliance with expressionism.  As fluent in sculpture and industrial design as
he was in photography, his was a life of imagery. Negative Varieté will explore
this through the medium of shadows and light, a kind of "New Vision" of
Moholy-Nagy's "New Vision." Think of Moholy-Nagy's photograms in motion,
and check out the preview video at the website. While you are there, check
out the amazing programs this cultural gem prvides all month long. 



Pozsgai Attila lépnek fel, akik már 10 éve

játszanak együtt. A buli vége jó eséllyel

táncba ffullad.

October looks to be another

months packed with pos-

sibilities for the pauper

and profligate alike. THE AUTUMN
FESTIVAL (October 8th to 17th) seems like

a place to get ahead of the game if you are

an art aficionado, as there will be a slew of

what’s new in the art world to behold. Check

out www.bof.hu for all the events they have

lined up. Several movie premieres and lots of

time to speak with the creative minds be-

hind them are in the schedule, and they

have artists of all stripes.  If your creative side

is leaning more toward the wearable form of

art, or you want to do some early Christmas

shopping, then head to Gödör for this

month’s WAMP fair from 10:00 AM to 6:00

PM on October 10th. As a side note, WAMP

(www.wamp.hu) has been globetrotting of

late, presenting 18 of its members in an effort

called Time Drops of WAMP, including

Helsinki’s Design Week last month. 

Maybe your aural environment needs to

change. If you are in the mood for music

and didn’t have the money or time to snag

tickets to the Sting concert, then you have an

alternative. OLD MAN’S MUSIC PUB (www.

oldmansmusicpub.com) will feature “Forev-

er Sting Band,” playing all your favorites

from the Police and Sting’s solo career on Oc-

tober 11th. Likely none of the indulgent crap

he will do at his sold-out concert will leak over

to this show. On the 22nd, the writer hopes to

check out Blues B.R.Others here, too. Old

Man’s Music Pub just has the dining, drink-

ing and music formula down pat. 

Speaking of blues, you likely can’t go

wrong if you get your hands on tickets to see

JOE BONAMASSA AT PETŐFI CSARNOK on

the 28th. This guy has played with all the

greats and was discovered by B.B. King. He

is blues royalty, indeed. The domains for the

venue, Pecsa.hu and www.petoficsarnok.hu,

are down, but tickets can be had by heading

to www.broadwayjegyiroda.hu.  

WATAIN will be at Dürer Kert (Durerkert

.com). If you like your metal music like I like

my coffee, then you’ll be there. Oh, abd

that’s black, and served up by angry-sound-

ing Swedes, since you’re wondering now. If

you need something a little less grimy and a

whole lot jazzier, then give CHRIS BOTTI a lis-

ten on the 13th. A jazz musician with a bit of

a pedigree himself, Botti will be showing up

at the Budapest Congress & World Trade

center on the 13th. Speaking of which, the

facility reopened their ticket office on Sep-

tember 20th (www.bcwtc.hu).

If you love your two-wheeled conveyance,

get yourself over to the FREECYCLE EXHIBI-
TION at Kiscelli Museum (info at www.

btm.hu/). You’ll find a lot of interesting mate-

rial on the history of cycling, its place in

Hungary and developments around it in Bu-

dapest. Me? I am in it for the crazy antique

bikes. All of it is around until November 14th. 

If you want to add some spice to your life

from the Latin side, go straight to Treehug-

ger Dan’s (www.treehugger.hu) on the 21st.

They play host to a “FLAMENCO EVENING
WITH NICK PALMER AND ATTILA POZSGAI.”
Flamenco, when played live, is amazing. It

also happens to be a passion of mine. 

On October 23rd, raise a glass to the

students, then the people, of Hungary,

who stepped up and took their country

back, then faced a tank-heavy army of So-

viets, and lost. Hungary got the last laugh,

though, when it opened its borders to

Austria and the west. Bye-bye, cold war!

Celebrate all of this on National Day. 

Want a scare? Then why not a little trip to

Transylvania? I cannot think of anything

creepier than staying in DRACULA'S CAS-
TLE ON HALLOWEEN. Check out the tours

at www.draculas.info. Heck, you can do a lot

in Romania around that old bloodsucker. 
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Gagging
Lady Gaga
Sunday, November 7th, 2010

Budapest Sportarena, Stefánia út 2

Just when you thought it couldn’t
get any worse than that slag Madonna,
along comes worse. I mean, this
“artist” made me want to poke some-
one in the face with a fireplace poker
with that incessant Poker Face song...
But there are two reasons to check out
her show; 1) You’re a young hot girl
who looks up to her and loves her
mind-control games, or 2), You’re look-
ing for easily mind-control hot young
girls... either way, we’ll see you there!



Adescendent of an underprivileged worker family living in the shadow of the

decaying slums of a post-communist industrial paradise and the owner of

an angelic voice, he was one of the most successful Hungarian singers in

the last twenty years. A local boozer prone to scandals, yet, a great charity worker;

the much adored and worshiped local deity of the Csepel Island. 

His karma might be compared to those of Elvis Presley and Chuck Norris. With

Presley he shared the title of the King. Unlike the Presley story, no one doubts that

Jimmy died on that early morning of January 2nd, 2001 (in an incident that might

be described as a bizarre suicide), but if you ask how did he die, you will realize

that almost everyone in Budapest who cares about Jimmy the King has a version

of his or her own. Just like Presley’s, Jimmy’s mysterious death caused an unseen

before media hype which continues even today, ten years after his death. What

connects Jimmy with Chuck are numerous anecdotes about his life. Once he al-

legedly slept over in a hotel in Miskolctapolca where he impressed the owner of

the hotel so much that she later changed the name of the hotel into Zambó Jimmy

Hotel. I wonder if Chuck could produce such a quantity of divine enlightment? If

Chuck is the Texas Ranger, then Jimmy is the Weird Spirit of Csepel Island.

Zambó Imre was born in Budapest on January 20th 1958, and spent most his

life on Csepel Island. He started singing as a child with his siblings György, Ti-

hamér, Árpád and Marietta, mostly in local bars and on radio, and his talent got

noticed at a really early stage of his life. He spent some time in the USA, made his

first record there, and shortly after came back to Hungary bearing his English nick

name Jimmy, which he proudly bore until his death. After returning to the home-

land he started publishing albums, and literally every of them was a large success.

Shortly after his first Hungarian album Csak egy vallomás (Just One Confession)

in 1991, he was pronounced the King due to his four and a half octave singing.

Since then he’s been known as the King of Hungarian pop music.

We could say this or that about his life and earthly actions, but one thing is for

sure, Jimmy Zambó

was one of the most

popular singers in the

modern Hungarian

discography (12 al-

bums before death and 11 after death, winner of numerous music awards). Most

of his songs are definitely of, to say it nicely, a questionable artistic value, but his

voice was tremendous, and the acoustic value of his songs surpassed most of that

reached by his coevals. 

Even during his life, Jimmy was treated like a real King at Csepel Island. He was

the voice of hope of a city slum left alone in its gloomy post-communist destiny.

Jimmy and Csepel become one, representing each other on this and the next

world. Jimmy Zambó was much more than just a singing wonder, he became a so-

cial phenomena.

THE MYSTERIOUS DEATH OF THE KING
There are more versions of the story of Jimmy’s death then explanations about

the nature of the Loch Ness monster. His death is definitely the most controver-

sial and the most discussed Hungarian death of the 21st century. Some claim that

he killed him self accidentally, some deliberately, some believe that he was killed

by his wife, mafia or even the secret service (because Jimmy was probably one of

the masterminds behind the New World Order).

According to some stories of the native Csepel people, the King was well known

for his love for guns, and he rarely ever left the house without a piece on him. Al-

though some say that he blew his head off clean in the middle of the street, a more

trustworthy story, confirmed also by the Police, is that the shooting took place in-

side the family house early in the morning of January 2nd, 2001. Some say that,

totally wasted after New Year’s Eve and the after parties, Jimmy heard a rooster’s

crow, which made him go bananas. He started pointing his gun nervously all

around his living room, the gun eventually finished on his forehead. Jimmy obvi-

ously realized that the rooster exists only in his head, but what he didn’t realize

was that he had one more bullet in the gun barrel. 

According to his wife’s version, Jimmy was in the high spirits after partying for a

couple of days, and just decided to play with his pistol. He shot twice in the air, in

spite of his wife’s protests, and then emptied the gun magazine. Then he pointed

the gun to his wife to assure her that there were no more bullets in. When that did
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Jimmy Zambó
THE MAN WHO WOULD BECOME KING...

Working class hero

A MAN OF WORRYINGLY UNPLEASANT APPEARANCE,
YET A LOCAL BEST-SELLING CONTROVERSIAL ARTIST,
A FAMOUS ADULTERER AND ABUSER, IS NO MORE.
NIKOLA TUTEK

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  “ MY ADVICE TO YOU IS GET MARRIED: IF YOU FIND A GOOD WIFE YOU’LL BE HAPPY; IF NOT, YOU’LL BECOME A PHILOSOPHER.” - SOCRATES 



not stop his wife from complaining, he

pointed the gun onto his forehead and shot

once more. His wife was right, he shouldn’t

have played with the gun that day. 

Ten years after King’s death, a very

close friend of the Zambó family, a certain

Mrs. Éva Hulé (besides the King and his

wife, the third person present at the

Zambó house in the time of the shooting)

changed her original testimony about

Jimmy’s death, and claimed that the King

was actually shot dead by his own wife

Edit who had enough of years of abuse

and humiliation. 

One of the Jimmy’s songs is titled A

Good Girl Forgives Everything (Egy jó ass-

zony mindent megbocsát). If Mrs. Hulé is

right, then Jimmy was wrong, or Edit was-

n’t a good girl after all.

Hungarian super-trash magazines like

Story, Hot and Best all exploited that sensa-

tional news just a few weeks ago. 

Sparked by trash tabloids, which simply

won’t allow Jimmy to be dead, by the pop-

ular rumours or by just one confession of

Mrs. Hulé, the Hungarian police have

opened the case again, and will once more

investigate into the death of the King.

Even today there are always fresh flow-

ers and wreaths in front of the King’s

house and his grave at the Csepel Grave-

yard, which has become sort of a shrine

for the local people. They still keep a chair

that is always waiting empty for him in his

favorite bar on Csepel. 

Every year the locals organize The

Night of Remembering Jimmy Zambó at

the Workers’ Home in the heart of Csepel

where young talents gather to sing

Jimmy’s songs. The best of them is pre-

sented with the Jimmy Zambó Prize.

Naturally, Csepel is proud of its Jimmy

Zambó Fun Club. Even today it would be

a big mistake to say anything bad or

against the work of the King because the

green suburban train just might

not be fast enough to save your

life.

Besides trashy magazines and

popular TV shows, Jimmy’s fami-

ly invests a lot of effort to profit

from the King’s death. His family

rarely misses the opportunity to

expose themselves in the media,

always telling the story of the

half-god Jimmy who fell victim of

a corrupted and cruel world. 

It seems that Jimmy’s brother

Árpád, better known as Árpy, is

the bravest in that grotesque self-

promotion. On Jimmy Zam bó’s

official web page you can find

Árpy’s CV and his favourite recipes.

THE VATICAN ADVENTURE
What follows is the cherry on the cream

of the story about Jimmy Zambó the King,

a genuine urban legend of Budapest.

There is really no way to check this story,

but the legend is still vivid in the minds of

people, and is often heard as a rumour or

whisper brought by the southern wind

from the Csepel Island. 

After King’s tragic death, a committee of

Csepel locals supposedly formed a delega-

tion that travelled to the Vatican. Their aim

was to meet the Pope and talk him into

canonizing Jimmy. We know today that

Saint Jimmy Zambó does not exist, so the

Pope obviously did not fall for Jimmy’s an-

gelic voice and righteous deeds.

I can’t help imagining the Csepel dele-

gation leaving Saint Peter’s Square, their

faces all bitter and distorted in grief, and,

in the background, You’ll Never Make a

Saint of Me by the Rolling Stones plays on. 

They returned to Csepel, where beaten

and cheated, good asszonys probably do

forgive the sins of their men, where most

of the people still honour traditional val-

ues, good old personality cult and solid

machoist music. 

As it proved so many times in the case

of Jimmy Zambó, four and the half octaves

just weren’t enough.  
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“He shot twice in the air, in
spite of his wife’s protests,
and then emptied the gun

magazine. Then he pointed
the gun to his wife to assure
her that there were no more
bullets in. When that did not
stop his wife from complain-
ing, he pointed the gun onto
his forehead and shot once

more. His wife was right, he
shouldn’t have played with

the gun that day.”
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The Unseen Scene
CAN YOU FEEL THE MUSIC?

This is a small country. It has no industry, no...

nothing. But it’s still a pretty good place to live.

No one knows why. Sound familiar? You might

have heard it from any of those merrily disenchant-

ed, young Hungarians responsible for Buda pest’s

formidable energy and eclectic culture. 

When it comes to music, there’s plenty to feel dis-

enchanted about. While talent and enthusiasm

abound, it appears the city lacks the fertile soil in

which it can flourish. 

Today, there are perhaps as few as 10 bands and

10 DJs able to make a living out of their music na-

tionwide (‘commercial’ music notwithstanding). A

successful album will sell, at best, a mere 4,000 hard

copies. Like any other industry, music has been

through hard times of late. “Things now suck”, even

for Csabi Kalotás, whose Realistic Crew are one of

only a handful of bands to have gained notoriety

outside Hungary. 

But it’s not just a cash flow problem. The platform

for a genuinely innovative and vibrant music scene

simply isn’t there. How so? Try the short-sightedness

of profit-hungry bar owners unwilling to accommodate

(and reluctant to pay) DJs with new sounds, or the ab-

sence of any meaningful music press, or the shortage

of sizeable venues dedicated to live music, or even ap-

athy. As Kalotás puts it, this city has “a blossoming of

underground culture” but “people don’t dare risk trying out

new things.” The acts are turning up, but is the crowd? 

Balazs Pandi is a booking agent at A38 (The Boat),

easily one of Budapest’s best and most important

venues, supporting Hungarian music as well as

bringing big names to the city. “People used to whine

about this and that band not coming here, that we’re not

on the map. Now I think we’ve reached a point where we

have a lot more to offer people but they still don’t come

out to support things.”

It comes down to a simple fact; music, like the

other arts, needs support. Be it to afford the calibre

of artists who regularly tour in Vienna, Berlin, or

Prague, or just to provide the home-grown talent

with enough pocket money to break even. But this

might be too much to ask of the city’s young and un-

derfunded party-goers, inclined to drink only slightly

more than they’re disinclined to pay entry fees.

And why pay for entry when there’s so much to

see for free? Budapest rightly deserves its reputation

as a city with a vibrant cultural life. You need only

glance at one of the listings magazines to see just

how much there is to see and do. But with so much

going on, so many alternatives, no wonder competi-

tion has created a culture of free-entry. As a plus, the

city is awash with opportunities for people to play

their music... as long as they’ll do so for free. Such

opportunity in turn spawns legions of new acts

jumping at the chance for a spot on a stage. While

this is a great thing for nurturing talent, it has

nonetheless created a vast and proliferating artistic

underclass, a musical mass struggling for the love of

what they do and largely ignored. 

THE EASTERN BLOKK
Magyar Dal Napja (Hungarian Song Day) took

place earlier this month. It was a nationwide, day-

long festival celebrating Hungarian music in dozens

of venues across the country. I took myself along to

Keleti Blokk (Eastern Block), and stumbled upon a

most unique and encouraging creative enterprise.

The project is housed across three floors of an old

ELTE university building and is described by one of

its founders, Leo Menyhart, as a ‘factory’. The old of-

fices and lecture rooms, some 2,000 square metres of

them, have been converted into studio spaces made

available to rent to artists of all kinds. In the last two

years nearly one hundred bands, producers, artists

and photographers have moved in, each with a dedi-

cated workspace all of their own.

The rent is low, set per m2, calculated to cover the

buildings overheads and no more. The spirit of the

place is one of community, costs and ideas are

shared alike, collaboration and creativity prosper.

But, as Menyhart wanted to make clear, “this is not a

hippie place. It’s not for concerts, not for parties, it is a

work place.”

By his reckoning, Keleti Blokk is now home to

over 50% of the ‘important’ music produced in Hun-

gary today. In bringing them together they have

established “probably the best creating place in Hun-

gary or even in Europe”. Menyhart’s demure

enthusiasm was infectious. This ‘factory’, this com-

monwealth of creativity, is a kind of creative life-raft,

keeping artists afloat in troubled seas. An under-

ground Ark. Or better yet, the beating heart of

Budapest’s independent music scene.

‘THE FUTURE IS UNWRITTEN’
If Keleti Blokk and the enthusiasm of its members

gives reason to hope, there’s also an air of pessimism

about the future of music (this is Hungary after all).

With some acts, mainly DJs, allegedly giving up on

the idea of success here and instead looking to the

more developed tastes in the West, is Hungary in

danger of a cultural brain drain? If Budapest is to es-

tablish itself as a genuine hub for music in Europe,

the city needs to recognize its own potential, shake

off its scepticism and embrace the new. Are you

ready to be part of the change? 

Look out for a new venue, Anker, opening No-

vember in association with Keleti Blokk, dedicated

to putting on the best, freshest live acts and DJs

every night of the week. 

SETTING OUT TO INVESTIGATE THE HEALTH OF THE BUDAPEST
MUSIC SCENE I FOUND THE BODY TO BE FRAIL, BUT THE
PULSE STRONG. 
TOM EVANS, FOTOS, COURTESY OF: LEO MENYHART

“If Budapest is to establish
itself as a genuine hub for
music in Europe, the city

needs to recognize its own
potential, shake off its scep-

ticism and embrace the
new. Are you ready to be

part of the change?”






